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Introduction
There are approximately 4,000 youth in British Columbia’s (BC) Capital Region (Greater Victoria area)
who are unemployed, not in the labour force or in education. Many of these youth are not served by
existing labour market programs, and new and/or innovative approaches are needed to create
pathways to employment for them. Social enterprise is a concept that has received significant attention
in Canada and abroad in recent years. As an approach to employment development, social enterprise
combines in one model many best practices in employment development for people who face barriers
to employment, and a growing body of program-level data. Evaluations point to the success of this
model in achieving employment and social outcomes. However, in spite of this, we find there remain
relatively little comprehensive or long-term data about the model, its nuances or outcomes. The
purpose of this paper is to locate the practice of social enterprise in the context of what is already
known about employment development for people facing barriers to employment, to consider the
potential role of social enterprise in creating solutions to youth unemployment, and to assess the
potential of this approach to address youth unemployment in BC’s Capital Region. The paper is
structured as follows.
The Theory and Background section is broken into several elements. First we provide a review of
some of the key literature in terms of what is known about the dynamics of youth unemployment
generally. Here we introduce the reader to two sub-populations of youth for whom traditional
employment programming has not proved successful; these are referred to as “poorly integrated new
entrants” and those who are not in education, employment or training (PINE and NEET). Secondly, this
section introduces the reader to some of the documented best practices in employment development
for people with barriers to employment, with a particular focus on youth. In this sub-section we focus
particularly on the following practices: skills development that is integrated with workplace learning,
the inclusion of paid work experience, the provision of wrap-around supports to stabilize an
employee’s life, and the importance of strong employer and other partnerships.
Finally, in this section we also introduce the reader to the concept of social enterprise and its various
permutations — both in terms of focus and approach to employment development. We find here that
employment social enterprises focused on creating transitional employment opportunities are most
effective in working with youth. We go on to consider how social enterprise draws on many of the
established best practices in employment development, arguing that social enterprise effectively
combines many of these in one holistic setting and in doing so creates significant synergies and
outcomes that are not present when many of these interventions are delivered in isolation.
The Methodology section provides an overview of our research design and approach. In addition to the
review of the theory and background material, we conducted original research that includes a small
number of case studies with employment social enterprises working with youth, as well as employer
and sector association interviews and a focus group with employment developers in the Capital Region.
The Results section includes the findings of our research. First, we draw on four case studies of
employment social enterprises creating employment for youth to build on the best practice information
that is included in the literature. We find through these case studies that the social enterprises are
incorporating many of these best practices and achieving significant employment outcomes for young
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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people. Our case studies show, however, that employment social enterprises continue to be challenged
to provide employment for all populations and are limited due to the cost of operating in industries
with high labour costs.
Next we provide a review of the findings of our interviews and focus group with employers, sector
associations and employment developers in the Capital Region. These findings present a picture of the
barriers that youth face in the labour market of the Capital Region; while many of these correspond
with the literature, we also uncover some unique labour market dynamics for the region. These
findings also point to a set of common practices and needs among employers and employment
developers in the region that highlight the opportunity for a more coordinated approach to
employment development with youth. We find in this section, for example, that the labour market of
the Capital Region makes a place-based approach to employment development particularly
appropriate, and creates an interest in employing populations traditionally excluded from the labour
market. We also find a relatively low level of existing knowledge about social enterprise among
respondents, but a strong interest in the model and a desire to learn more. There is particular interest
in developing or strengthening workplace and essential life skills training where employers can source
a ready supply of entry-level workers.
Finally, the Discussion and Recommendations section argues that, taken together, the findings
present a compelling case to further develop the social enterprise model as a response to youth
unemployment. In the Capital Region we find that social enterprise could potentially play an important
role in employment development as part of an overall system of entry points and networks to support
vulnerable youth to find and maintain employment. We argue that social enterprises that focus on
building these skills, while providing real workplace experience, have proven to be highly successful in
other regions; this model could be applied to the Capital Regional District to achieve similar outcomes.
We also note that despite the impressive program level and case study outcomes documented in this
report and many others, there has been relatively little research undertaken in the form of long-term or
comprehensive studies to document the success of the social enterprise model against other forms of
employment programming. We propose a number of next steps to rectify this gap and continue to build
capacity about the social enterprise approach, both in the region and with a wider audience.
Taken together, the findings present a fulsome exploration of the social enterprise model and how it
could be applied to address the local labour market needs of both employers and youth themselves. We
provide a compelling argument that social enterprise effectively builds on many of established best
practices in employment development and combines them in new ways to create new synergies and
outcomes. For vulnerable youth in particular, this approach provides clear pathways towards
employment success that should be explored and adopted.

BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Methodology
The research findings come from a combination of a review of the literature, local and national case
studies of youth-serving social enterprises, key informant interviews with employers and sector
associations, and a focus group comprised of employment development agencies.
The literature review covered academic and “grey,” or practitioner-produced, literature from 20041
through to the present, with a focus on issues related to youth unemployment, strategies for addressing
youth unemployment and the use of social enterprise in creating employment opportunities for youth.
In particular, the literature review sought to answer the following questions:


What evidence is there of the impact of social enterprise in creating employment for youth (e.g.,
work experience, future employment potential, other life outcomes, scope and scale)?



For what types of youth is social enterprise an effective employment development strategy and
when is social enterprise the right approach/tool?



What strategies and supports are social enterprises using to be successful in creating and
maintaining employment where traditional market mechanisms have not been?



What does the employment/workforce development literature tell us about best practices in
employing youth with barriers to employment and how is social enterprise drawing from or
reflecting these practices?

Case studies with four social enterprises provide insight into effective models in creating employment
for youth. Case studies were identified through existing local, Canadian and international social
enterprise networks. Selected social enterprises demonstrate success in: creating employment for
young people through the social enterprise model; using the social enterprise model to meet identified
labour market shortages or in high demand industries; focusing clearly on supporting transitions into
stable/good employment; and/or presenting an innovative partnership model between employers,
sector associations, employment developers and employees.
Interviews with local employers and sector associations were conducted to help to better understand
existing skills gaps and labour market opportunities in the Capital Region, as well as current
partnerships and future opportunities between the social enterprise sector and employers for the
creation of employment outcomes for youth. Employers were selected representing significant existing
or growth industries in the Capital Region. A total of eight interviews were completed with employers.

1

The following search terms were used to source various academic and “grey” literature produced since
2004: “Youth social enterprise”, “Youth employment social enterprise”, “Youth unemployment social
enterprise”, “Youth unemployment solutions”, “Youth unemployment strategies”, “Youth unemployment
outcomes”, “Youth unemployment Canada, BC, Vancouver Island and Victoria”. Documents were also
sourced through report bibliographies and by searching centralized websites such as EbscoHost, JStor,
the Canadian Community Economic Development Network, the Internal Labour Organization, the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Centre for Co-operative and
Community Based Economy, the Canadian Social Economy Partnerships, and Social Enterprise
Canada. In total, approximately 50 papers, articles and case studies form the basis of this review.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Interviewers used a semi-structured interview guide and all interviews were recorded. Interviews
lasted between 45 minutes and two hours.
A focus group with employment developers and youth service providers was conducted to gain
additional understanding of the challenges and potential of creating employment opportunities for
young people through a social enterprise model in the Capital Region. Participants were recruited from
an existing database of local employment developers including all Employment Program of BC (EPBC)
providers and through the region Youth Service Providers Network. The researchers used a semistructured and participatory interview method to guide the focus group. The focus group was attended
by ten employment development organizations and lasted 2.5 hours.
All research instruments are included in the Appendices.

Analytic Approach
Researchers inputted the interview and focus group responses into an online survey tool to provide a
first glance at the results and ease in comparing results across responses. Next researchers coded the
data looking for themes with respect to key skills gaps and supports, existing practices in supporting
employment and training for people facing barriers to employment, and degree of knowledge and
receptivity to coordinated and social enterprise approaches to creating employment opportunities for
young people in the region. Where the same questions were asked in the interviews and focus group,
the responses were compared across respondent type to detect similarities and differences.

BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Youth Unemployment: A Global and Local Issue
Youth unemployment and underemployment is a global issue. Countries such as Germany, Denmark,
Australia and Holland are highly regarded for their approaches to youth unemployment, and have rates
lower than other developed nations. Other countries in Europe and the Middle East are impacted by
increasing youth unemployment rates; countries such as Italy, Spain and Greece all report youth
unemployment rates around 25 per cent. In Canada, the youth unemployment rate is more than double
that of workers ages 25 to 34 (Bernard, 2013). Canada is not at the crisis level of other countries but
still has an acknowledged issue with 14.3 per cent youth unemployment, compared to 6 per cent adult
unemployment (Bernard, 2013; Geobey, 2013).
The rise in youth unemployment during the recent recession was expected. Youth unemployment is
typically higher than adult unemployment, regardless of economic conditions as young people face
higher rates of labour market turnover, and spend time moving between jobs before settling on a stable
career path. In a recession this gap is amplified because a) young people are more likely to lose their
jobs, and b) new (often young) entrants to the labour market face tougher competition for jobs (Lee et
al., 2012). Many youth that are unable to secure full-time jobs work in low-paid, precarious and parttime employment that does not correspond with their education and skills training. In Canada,
graduates can experience under-employment for up to five years (Canada Public Policy Forum, 2012).
Despite signs of economic recovery, youth unemployment rates have remained stubbornly high.

Factors Contributing to Youth Unemployment
The review of the literature finds a number of common contributing factors to youth unemployment,
including:2

2



Youth face difficult transition from training to employment;



Youth suffer from lack of work experience, work-relevant skills, and credentials;



The longer the gap in work, the harder it becomes to find work. There is a stigma attached to
unemployment and employers become less likely to hire people with long periods of
unemployment;



There is a lack of career advice connected to labour market realities and many young people do not
receive adequate advice and information about different pathways into the labour market;



An increasing emphasis on soft skills from employers can exclude certain young people;



Some youth suffer particularly from a lack the information and connections to acquire skills or
work experience. This is aggravated for youth from families lacking significant social capital;

Lee et al., 2012; Crowley et al., 2013; Gorlich et al., 2013; Manpower Group, 2012; Bernard, 2013;
Canada’s Public Policy Forum, 2012.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Employers often hire through informal networks: this presents a barrier for youth, who are in early
stages of their professional network development and the barrier is compounded for youth coming
from families with low social capital;



Youth are more vulnerable to global shocks and competition: less job protection means that youth
are twice as likely as adults to be laid off; lower severance makes it more cost-effective to lay off
young people; and



Employers are more likely to recruit more experienced, older staff before employing young people.

Youth Most Affected
Young adults most at risk for experiencing persistent unemployment tend to face multiple barriers to
employment, belong to ethnic minorities, have not completed high school, and/or are residents of
poorer areas (Gorlich et al., 2013).3
The 2012 report of the Work Foundation, Short-term crisis- long term problem?: Addressing the youth
employment challenge identified three distinct groups within unemployed youth: committed job
seekers, casual job seekers and youth who faced multiple barriers to work. It is the latter group who
most acutely experience the long-term impacts of unemployment.
While the best policy approaches focus on keeping youth in school, a substantial number of youth leave
school and will continue to do so, creating an ongoing need for solutions that address the complex
needs of these youth (Bloom et al., 2010; Travkina et al., 2013). Traditional employment and training
programs have tended to have short timeframes, limited or fragmented support and/or be delivered in
a school-based setting that does not meet the needs of these youth.
Two subgroups of youth are identified as requiring specialized attention: so-called poorly integrated
new entrants — or PINE — and those not in employment, education or training — or NEET.
PINE youth are those that have training but have been unsuccessful at integrating into the labour
market and are either unemployed or under-employed. According to a 2012 Statistics Canada report,
5.5 per cent of youth are out of school and poorly integrated; approximately 450,000 youth are at risk
of poor market integration (cited in HRSDC, 2012). According to the same study, 13 per cent, or
906,000 youth, can be considered NEET (Canada’s Public Policy Forum, 2012). NEET youth are more
likely to come from an immigrant background, lack a diploma and/or live in disadvantaged, rural or
remote neighbourhoods. They face problems in making the transition from education to the workplace
and risk being trapped in long-term unemployment and inactivity (Travkina et al., 2013). In some
jurisdictions, the unemployment rate of this group of youth is twice as high as other young people
(Prince’s Trust, 2010).

3

Shamash (2010) in her study of employment social enterprises defines people with barriers to
employment as having one or more of the following barriers: Developmental disability, mental illness,
physical disability; Severe addiction or recovering from substance abuse; Underprivileged, living in
chronic poverty, homeless and have a track record of long-term; reliance on social assistance;
Immigrants and refugees; Disadvantaged ethnic groups, Aboriginal people; Inner-city minority groups;
At-risk youth; incarcerated; Fleeing abuse; Sex trade workers.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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The OECD’s report, Local Strategies for Youth Unemployment, recommends different strategies for these
groups (Travkina et al., 2013). PINE youth can be supported by providing clearer pathways into
employment, tackling the demand side barriers but also working with employers on retention and
progression schemes can help address the specific needs of this group. Youth in the NEET category
require a more systemic approach as they are at high risk of drifting into long-term employment,
exclusion and poverty. Early childhood education, assistance with the school to work transition, and
holistic supports are needed. At the same time, multi-generational poverty and entrenched attitudes
need to be addressed alongside strategies to reduce social isolation and increase social networks.
Comprehensive approaches to economic and employment development (often referred to as
community economic development), alongside entrepreneurship, into deprived areas can yield
significant results.

Costs of Youth Unemployment
The effects of long-term unemployment on young people are very well-documented with strong
agreement across the literature about the common impacts. These include:4


Negative patterns of behaviour become established and tend to persist;



Skills and motivation may decay during periods of unemployment, and those experiencing periods
of unemployment often continue in lower-wage, less stable jobs and as a result have poorer credit
histories and experience barriers in accessing mortgages, loans, and other financial products;



Stigma surrounding periods of unemployment make people less desirable to employers;



Unemployment results in lower earnings potential over the long term;



There are negative impacts on one’s physical and mental well-being resulting from unemployment;
and



Employment prospects are compromised over the long term, resulting in increased likelihood of
unemployment at later age.

In addition, there is a recognized societal impact, including:


Increased economic cost to social safety net;



Economic cost of lost productivity, resulting from lower output and loss of tax revenues; and



Increase in crime rates and related costs.

The longer people are out of work when young, the more severe the effects can be. The long-term
adverse effects of unemployment are felt more acutely by lower-skilled workers than those with
medium to high skill levels. The 2010 study Prince’s Trust The Cost of Exclusion cites evidence of longterm wage and employment impacts of youth unemployment: every three months of unemployment at
age 22 is associated with an additional 1.3 months of unemployment between age 28 and 33. Long-

4

Lee et al., 2012; Crowley et al., 2013; Gorlich et al., 2013; Manpower Group, 2012; Bernard, 2013;
Canada’s Public Policy Forum, 2012.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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term youth unemployment creates a wage gap of 12–15 per cent by the age of 42, when compared
against peers. The Long-Term Effects of Youth Unemployment cites evidence from the United States (US)
that persons who experience 26 months of unemployment before age 22 typically earn $1,400–$1,650
less per year than their peers at age 26, and $1,050–1,150 less per year at age 30 (Mroz and Savage,
2004). A similar study recently cited in The Economist suggests that men who experience a year of
unemployment before age 23 will earn 23 per cent less than their peers 10 years later, and 16 per cent
less 20 years later (Manpower Group, 2012). Bell and Blanchflower (2009, cited in Travkina et al.,
2013) estimate that a six-month spell of unemployment at the age of 22 would result in an 8 per cent
lower wage at 23, and even at ages 30 and 31, wages would be 23 per cent lower than they would have
been otherwise.
In addition to experiencing lower earnings, long-term unemployment can leave psychological impacts
that can leave youth at risk of lower happiness and poorer health (Prince’s Trust, 2010).

Youth in the Capital Region’s Labour Market
BC’s Capital Region is home to just over 31,000 young people aged 18–24. According to many
indicators, young people in the Greater Victoria area are faring well. Among youth 15–24, 1.2 per cent
are receiving some form of income assistance, a rate roughly half of the provincial average. However,
other indicators point to a need to do better. For example, almost one-third (31.6 per cent) of young
people in the Capital Region did not complete high school, which is significantly higher than the
provincial average (26.2 per cent).

Table 1

Indicators of Youth at Risk by Local Health Area (LHA)
% of Youth who
Did Not Graduate
2009/10–2011/12

Percent of Youth on
Income Assistance
as of Sept 2012

Live Births to Mothers
under 20 Years of Age
per 1,000 Live Births

Children in Care per
1,000 Children Ages
0 to 18 Years

Juvenile
Crime Rate

LHA 61 (Victoria)

31.8

1.5

21.4

12

6

LHA 62 (Sooke)

39.4

0.9

26.3

13.5

4.3

LHA 63 (Saanich)

24.2

0.5

38.8

6.1

3.1

Note: Island Health, 2012. Local Health Area Profiles. Local Health Areas align with School District.

Youth Unemployment
The unemployment rate for young people in the Capital Region is 10.9 per cent, compared to the
unemployment rate of 5.4 per cent for the population overall (Island Health, 2012). Since 2008, there
has been a relatively steady decline in both the employment and participation rates for youth, 15 to 24.
From 2008 to 2013, the unemployment rate for youth increased by 89 per cent, the participation rate
decreased by approximately 19 per cent, and the employment rate decreased by a rate of 23 per cent.

BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Table 2

Labour Force Activity for Youth Over Five Years, Victoria CMA
Youth (15 to 24) Labour Force Activity 2008 - 2013
100
80
60
40
20
0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Unemployment rate

5.5

10.8

11.3

10.9

10.9

10.4

Participation rate

76.3

70.2

69.1

67.1

65.8

62

Employment rate

72.4

62.5

61.3

59.8

58.6

55.6

Source: Island Health, 2012. Local Health Area Profiles.

Employment Among Youth Not in School
Among youth ages 15–19 and not in school. the unemployment rate is 11.8 per cent; however, when
factoring in those not in the labour force, 1,620 or 40 per cent of non-school attenders in this age group
are also either not employed or in the labour force. Among youth 20–24 who did not attend school, the
unemployment rate is 9.1 per cent. Perhaps more startling, of those in that age group who are not in
school, 2,315 are either unemployed or not in the labour force. This is over 20 per cent of non-school
attenders in this age group who are considered NEETs.5 In short, almost 4,000 young people in BC’s
Capital Region are not in school, employment or in the labour force.

5

It is worth noting that 9.7 per cent of all youth aged 20–24 are NEET, while 8.37 percent of all youth
aged 15–19 are NEET.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Table 3

Labour Force Activity by School Attendance (NHS, 2011)
15 to 19 years
Total —
Attendance at
school

Did not
attend
school

Total — Labour force status

19,340

In the labour force

20 to 24 years
Attended
school

Total —
Attendance at
school

Did not
attend
school

Attended
school

4,010

15,330

23,865

11,070

12,795

9,300

2,710

6,595

19,400

9,625

9,765

Employed

7,780

2,390

5,385

16,885

8,755

8,130

Unemployed

1,525

320

1,205

2,515

875

1,640

Not in the labour force

10,035

1,300

8,735

4,470

1,440

3,025

Participation rate

48.1

67.6

43

81.3

86.9

76.3

Employment rate

40.2

59.6

35.1

70.8

79.1

63.5

Unemployment rate

16.4

11.8

18.3

13

9.1

16.8

Note: Statistics Canada, 2012. Highest Certificate, Diploma or Degree (7), Age Groups (8B), Major Field of Study — Classification of Instructional
Programs (CIP) 2011 (14), Labour Force Status (8), Attendance at School (3) and Sex (3) for the Population Aged 15 Years and Over, in Private
Households of Canada, Provinces, Territories, Census Divisions and Census Subdivisions, 2011 National Household Survey Catalogue number:
99-012-X2011055.

Skills Gaps and Opportunities in the Region
Understanding the nature of skill shortages is another starting point for designing appropriate policies
to support youth transitions and progression. Shortages can arise because of a genuine lack of workers
with the skills needed, but they also arise for various other reasons, including working conditions and
pay rates that are unattractive to workers, geographical imbalances in supply, or a shortfall in the
number of appropriately skilled individuals. Only some of these are reasons are associated with
education and training (Travkina et al., 2013).

Labour Market Outlook for the Region
Estimated employment in the Capital Region has been projected to grow by 1.5 per cent, or 14,600 jobs
between 2010–2015 (BC Statistics, 2010).6
The industries with the highest number of jobs are Health and Social Assistance, Trade-Retail,
Government, Construction, Education, Accommodation and Food Services.

6

Provincial demand for workers is expected to grow at an annual average rate of 1.4 per cent.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Figure 1

Employment Demand by Industry
Current Job #'s

34,950
26,450

20,510

20,210

15,530

15,430

In the Capital Region, industries with the most significant projected job creation potential over
five years are: Health and Social Assistance; Construction; Information, Culture and Recreation;
Accommodation and Food Services, and; Trade-Retail. Education and Government are both sectors
currently employing large workforces but are not projecting significant growth. The Information,
Culture and Recreation industry is not currently a large industry but is projecting some of the highest
growth in jobs.

Figure 2

Employment Demand by Largest Growth in Job Numbers

3,730

Current Job #'s

Growth

Those represented in grey are large
industries today but are not
projecting significant growth.

1,180
34,950

26,450

400

3,610

20,510

20,210

-10

1,510

15,530

15,430

1,640
7,680

When considering labour market projections, it is important to consider employment growth by
occupation as well as industry. By occupation, those with the high projected employment growth are:
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construction trades;7 sales and service occupations; clerical work; registered nurses; and trades
helpers, construction and transportation labourers.
Many of these growth occupations are relevant to the types of employment created by employment
social enterprises, and many with labour market areas that have been identified as being youthfriendly, such as: tourism; information, communications and technology; social services; and
environmental management (Gorlich et al., 2013). The literature suggests upskilling youth to meet the
hardest-to-fill positions: technicians, sales representatives, skilled trades workers, and laborers
(Manpower Group, 2012).

Analysis of Areas of Opportunity and Recent Developments
In the Capital Region, there are several identified growth sectors that would benefit from a more
comprehensive approach to employment development and strong social enterprise presence. The
marine, green and alternative energy, food production and value-added processing, and recycling and
waste recovery sectors are all sectors with stated growth potential, labour force development needs
and demonstrated examples of successful social enterprise approaches operating in other jurisdictions.
First Nations governments and communities are also important players in the regional economy and
creating employment opportunities for their band members and residents. The recently completed
Songhees Wellness Centre, the Salish Seas Industrial Services Partnership between the Songhees and
Esquimalt First Nations and Ralmax Group of Companies, and the many employment projects of the
T’Souke First Nation (e.g., solar energy installers, eco-tourism, aquaculture) are all examples of this
growing segment of the economy.
Additionally, there are many examples of a clustered or place-based approach to social enterprise
development for employment creation with demonstrated success (e.g., Downtown Eastside or DTES,
North End of Winnipeg). In the Capital Region, a number of parties are actively engaged in efforts to
revitalize the Rock Bay area as a green and social enterprise district. This area is already home to many
enterprises in the above growth industries, some of whom are already actively operating social
enterprise components to their operations. This potential will be explored through this project.

Strategies for Addressing Youth Unemployment with Vulnerable Youth
Youth who face barriers to employment require supports and interventions that go beyond those
provided in most traditional employment programming. However, there is mixed evidence as to the
efficacy of many employment development strategies in creating and sustaining employment for people
facing barriers to employment. For example, Youth Unemployment in Europe and the World: Causes,
Consequences and Solutions found that despite being the predominant employment strategy, training
and employment programs have a small impact on employment; rather, jobs depend on the state of
economy. In addition, there are few long-term evaluation studies of effective practices in employment
programs for youth, and among what studies do exist, many point to only short term, or partial
7

Occupations in the construction group are primarily concerned with carpentry, plumbing, pipefitting,
masonry, plastering, cement finishing, tile setting, roofing, glazing, painting, insulating, and installing
floorcovering. This does not include contracting or supervisory occupations.
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outcomes for youth (Bloom et al., 2010). Even among the studies that do exist, some caution is
necessary as many are American, and took place in the 1980s and 1990s during a time when these
government-supported programs had significant limitations on program length and when programs
were deficit-focused (Gyarmati et al., 2008).
Despite this, by considering the literature on successful employment interventions — both those
focused on youth and those on vulnerable employment seekers more generally — there is a consistent
set of recognized best practices, which are described below. An approach that combines these best
practices in an integrated manner — as social enterprise does — has the potential to produce even have
stronger outcomes.

Programs that address the range of skills development needs are effective
Four broad types skills sets are recognized as important to employment outcomes. These are: jobspecific skills; workplace skills (e.g., social skills, motivation, leadership, dependability — these are
sometimes referred to as non-cognitive skills); essential skills, including literacy and numeracy; and life
skills.

Box 1 Skill Sets Essential to Employment Outcomes
Job skills: hard skills relevant to industry. Hard skills include: food preparation, car cleaning, property maintenance and
construction are taught in a combination of certification and training programs, and/or on-the-job training.
Workplace skills: the skills needed on job sites to obtain and maintain employment. These skills include: communication,
decision-making, wisdom, working in a team and independently, leadership, co-worker relations, reliability and helping each
other, dealing with customers, developing a strong work ethic, achieving work expectations, time management, money
management, respectful behavior on job sites, supervisor relations, interfacing with the public and making the most of
employment opportunities.
Essential skills: include literacy and numeracy. In this context, literacy is understood broadly to include reading, writing, and
oral communications skills, as well as numeracy and applied literacy skills such as the ability to complete forms and
applications. Financial literacy is a separate but often cited gap as well.
Life skills: These capabilities impact someone’s ability to work: goal-setting and life skills beyond employment, housing,
finances, education, personal satisfaction, dealing with anger issues, mental and physical health challenges, and selfconfidence.

Essential skills, and literacy in particular, have a significant impact a youth’s ability to conduct job
searches and write applications. The nature of employment searching has expanded from resume dropoffs and personal connections to include online applications that request an individualized and
reflective process. This type of application process is challenging for youth with low literacy levels.
Literacy also impacts young people’s ability on the job: to fill out forms, follow instructions, undergo
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training, understand their rights as an employee, research and understand the company they are
working for, and so on. The issue of literacy is a large, systemic issue that employers are noticing.
The acquisition of both essential and workplace skills have a positive relationship to employee
earnings, with some authors arguing that workplace skills play a more important determining role
(Green and Riddell, 2002). Gyarmati et al., (2008) also notes that workplace skills are “fundamental to
performing a wide range of tasks in a wide range of occupations … [and] previous literature has linked
positive effects on working skills to successful labour market outcomes.” Further studies have focused
on the relationship between skills development and economic growth and productivity, finding that
skills rather than formal educational achievement have a greater impact on employment and earning
outcomes (Coulombe and Tremblay, 2004). The authors go on to note that the impact is more
pronounced for people with lower skills levels, leading them to identify as a policy priority a focus on
school leavers and young people.
However, in spite of the evidence in support of comprehensive skills development, employers tend to
primarily develop job-specific skills; the remaining skills sets are addressed through a patchwork of
personal effort, employment development programs and other solutions. Essential skills, workplace
skills, and life skills gaps (including addressing poverty, housing stability, alcohol and addictions, as
well as behavioural challenges) require investments beyond what many employers routinely make or
have the resources to individually address. Plett (2007) notes that while workplace literacy is a key
issue in Canada, little policy attention or programmatic support has been provided to address this issue
and is where Canada lags behind other developed nations. Manpower (2012) also affirms that
employers must take a larger stake in training and skills development with potential employees,
including youth, as the labour market alone will not address these gaps.
Workplace-based training creates important opportunities for potential employees and employers to
get to know each other in a “live” setting, allowing youth to demonstrate skills that may not be readily
apparent from a resume (Travkina et al., 2013, p. 32). There is increasing evidence to demonstrate that
interventions integrated into the workplace are effective in terms of delivering this type of skills
development initiatives. A recent evaluation of a workplace-based training program focused on
essential skills (e.g., literacy, numeracy) development found that not only did employees make gains in
these skills areas, but that they also experienced gains in several workplace or “non-cognitive” skills
(for instance, attitudes towards learning, motivation and engagement, future orientation, and selfesteem) and overall job performance (SRDC, 2013). Further, the report finds that this approach is
equally effective for various “at risk” populations, including youth. Similarly, Palameta et al. (2013), in
their evaluation study of the longer-term outcomes of workplace education programs for increasing
essential skills, find that that in addition to improvements in the targeted skills, participants also
experienced gains in a number of factors related to social capital, well-being, and improved job
performance indicators (productivity, employee–management relations, etc.). The report further notes
that improvements in job performance were more likely to be realized in firms that delivered more
hours of training and where training was well aligned with business needs.
Non-traditional approaches to skills development (e.g., skills development through film and other
creative activities) are also effective in reaching the hardest to reach youth, and that these programs
help youth develop the workplace skills and life skills that are essential to employment (Travkina et al.,
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2013). For vulnerable youth, building self-confidence, ambition, sense of mastery, and other personal
characteristics is particularly important.

Focus on “Real” Work Experience
Real, paid work experience is the foundation of many employment programs that target vulnerable
populations. Paid work experience creates an opportunity for new skills acquisition, relevant resumebuilding experience, and increased earnings (which are, however, often temporary) that can contribute
to stabilizing other aspects of participants’ lives, while reducing the perceived risk to employers of
investing in people with barriers to employment. Paid work experience is most effective when it
incorporates workplace-based skills development, flexible entry points, opportunities and support for
career growth.
Prior work experience contributes to a job-seeker’s ability to find future, permanent work, and many
studies have supported the assertion that even temporary employment, if properly networked and
supported, can be an important stepping stone for those facing barriers to employment (Manpower,
2012; Crowley et al., 2013). In examining the labour market policies of the Netherlands, Crowley et al.
find that a focus on creating opportunities in temporary and part-time work has had a significant
positive impact on employment outcomes for young people. The Netherlands experience finds that a
focus on even part-time or temporary employment lessens the scarring effects on unemployment,
increases skills development, provides opportunities for young people to try out a range of different
jobs, and creates opportunity for young people to prove themselves and build a resume, thereby also
increasing their access to social networks. It is worth noting, however, that the Dutch example takes
place in a unique sociopolitical context characterized by a highly established social safety net that
blunts the effects of part-time, temporary, or precarious employment often experienced in North
America.
For youth, programs that combine paid work experience with formal education are especially effective
(Manpower, 2012; Crowley et al., 2013). A 2012 review of employment programming by the MRDC
(2012) finds that programs focusing on encouraging participants to complete education programming
and credentialing alone did not produce significantly improvement employment outcomes. Others also
recommend mixing vocational training, with basic skills and workplace experience (Bloom et al., 2010).
Manpower (2012, p. 28) notes that the best programs adopt a career pathways development approach
and that “when mentoring programs are coupled with good training programs that develop enterpriselevel skills and work experience, young people have the strongest possible platform for launching
successful careers.”
Germany in particular is known for this approach. Their youth labour market policies are characterized
by a high level of integration between education and the labour market, high levels of employer and
other partner (e.g., unions, community-based organizations) engagement, and a focus on the
achievement of recognized credentials (Crowley et al., 2013, p. 19). Further, the German model
recognizes the different capacities of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and provides shared
infrastructure and resources to support training opportunities and work placements (e.g., partners
smaller firms with larger firms to support training, engages educational institutions to support
training). However, the German model has been critiqued for not sufficiently addressing the needs of
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vulnerable youth and has expanded to develop a pre-apprenticeship stream to support these youth in
making the transition.
This review of the literature finds a number of studies that address the role of transitional jobs
programs as a method of providing work experience opportunities that support people facing multiple
barriers to employment. Transitional jobs (TJ) programs provide temporary, wage-paying jobs, support
services, and job placement help to individuals who have difficulty getting and holding jobs in the
regular labor market. The transitional jobs model seeks to overcome barriers by providing individuals
with a wage-paying, short-term job that combines real work, skills development, and supportive
services to successfully transition participants into the labor market. Butler et al. (2012) outline three
types of transitional jobs models:


The most common is the ‘scattered site model’ where participants are placed individually in
transitional jobs, usually with non-profit organizations or government agencies. The participants
are paid by the agency that operates the program, which also provides support and assistance to
find another job. Work experience is part of the program but employers are only requested to
provide a temporary position. Most participants are paid minimum wage and the program operates
for several months.



In a second model, participants work in a social enterprise that incorporates a funded transitional
jobs program. The selling of product and service offsets some or all of the cost of employment.
Workplace supervision and supports are provided by on site supervisors.



In a third model, participants work in crews. The TJ program serves as the employer, contracts with
government agencies or private firms to perform specific tasks (such as buffing floors), and assigns
crews of TJ workers and supervisors to those work sites. Workplace supervision and supports are
provided by on site supervisors.

There is no clear evidence as to which model works best, and it may depend on the context and needs
of target population. The social enterprise model may have a bit more flexibility (due to earned income)
to modify timeframes and supports based on the needs of the individual rather than the direction of the
funder. However, all models are dependent on program funding. It is important to note that in Canada,
many employment social enterprises rely primarily on a combination of earned revenue and
philanthropic support and, anecdotally, express a wariness in delivering transitional jobs programs
that are defined by a funder and may not entirely meet the needs of their employees.
However, while temporary placements can address many important employment factors, many
programs have suffered because of weak links to permanent or ongoing work post-placement. What
Strategies Work for the Hard-to-Employ? is a ten-year research project collecting data and measuring
against control groups of eight different employment support programs. Overall, the study finds that
while transitional employment programs have increased short-term employment prospects, they have
not been demonstrated to increase long-term employment in unsubsidized jobs. Of the eight programs
considered, only three were found to have any measurable employment outcomes. Yet even among
these, sustaining employment remained a challenge. The key reason was that participants were almost
always placed at worksites with little opportunity to make a direct transition to an unsubsidized job.
Typically, they worked in a non-profit organization (sometimes the program sponsor) for a few months
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and then received help looking for a permanent job (Butler et al., 2012). The key learning was that
transitional employment must both build labour-market-relevant skills and transition people directly
into permanent jobs when the participant is ready.
The randomized evaluation trials of transitional jobs programs conducted by Bloom et al. (2010;
Bloom, 2010) found that the programs were effective in reducing recidivism and welfare receipt, with
the strongest employment impact experienced by participants who had gaps in work history. Youth
were identified as one of the target groups where transitional jobs strategies could be most effective. It
must be noted that neither of the studies focused on the social enterprise model of delivering
transitional jobs programs.
In Canada, community employment programs (similar to transitional jobs programs outlined above)
also have a long history. Like transitional jobs programs, many of these have been critiqued as to their
efficacy in creating sustained jobs after program funding ends and for potentially creating dependence
among participants on these jobs that may later disappear. Further, some of these programs have been
critiqued for creating less desirable, low-skilled and short-term work (Gyarmati et al., 2008). Later
attempts to create community jobs through business development have been more successful, but still
suffered some of the same challenges. Where community jobs projects excel is when they are closely
linked to identified community needs and engage local community-based organizations that are well
connected to the community and have a deep understanding of local employment issues and services
(ibid.).
The Community Employment Innovation Project (CEIP) was a multi-year community work project that
built on learning from earlier community employment programs. As such, the project included program
improvements over previous examples. For example, the program design increased the program length
to three years and encouraged participants to take on multiple different jobs within the program.
However, like many other transitional jobs programs, the CEIP project found the improved
employment outcomes that existed during the project quickly disappeared after the project was
completed, and that post-project, many participants struggled to find more than part-time work. On the
positive side, the evaluation did find that program participants moved into more highly skilled
positions post-program employment, had some improvements in working skills, and expressed more
positive attitudes towards work (ibid, p. 59). The project further found significant positive impacts on
the local communities in which it was located, in relation to a number of factors.
Overall, the researchers find that the CEIP project was relatively cost-effective in terms of government
programming and returned a positive net value to society. However, they go on to conclude that “net
benefits to communities are substantially larger than the net benefits to participants and suggest[s]
that CEIP is costly and inefficient as a participant-focused project alone. It is, however, a viable and very
efficient policy tool for achieving the dual goal of supporting unemployed individuals and vulnerable
communities” (ibid, p. 134)
While this project focused on creating employment within the “social economy,” it is worth noting that
the definition used of social economy for the project is much broader that the social enterprise focus of
this paper, and included all non-profit organizations. Unlike traditional non-profit organizations, social
enterprises have a stronger focus on revenue generation and market-based responses, perhaps
indicating that a focus on social enterprises would lead to stronger local economic impacts.
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Provide Wrap-around Supports
The inclusion of wrap-around supports in programs designed to create employment opportunities for
people with barriers to employment is widely accepted. Numerous studies have documented the use of
these strategies to support job retention for people with barriers to employment (MRDC, 2009, 2012;
Bloom et al., 2010; Gyarmati et al., 2008; Butler et al., 2012; Crowley et al., 2013). However, less is
known about what types of supports are effective for which populations.
MRDC finds that several key factors support employee retention and advancement in temporary jobs
initiatives and employment programs. These include: earnings supplements coupled with job coaching,
interventions that support employment stability (supports to help participants maintain steady
employment rather than one specific job), re-employment activities (assistance if participant loses job),
career development services, referrals to education and training, life skills workshops, support
services, and referrals to social services (MRDC, 2013). The report also points to the success of the use
of a career pathways framework that aims to move individuals through well-articulated training and
employment steps so that they can access jobs in high-demand occupations. Finally the report
concludes that combining several supports already shown to be effective has more success in creating
outcomes than any of these on their own.

Strong Employer–Practitioner Partnerships and Networks Support Employment Outcomes
Program design is important, and flexibility within the local labour market and the ability to meet the
needs of youth employees contribute to positive outcomes (Fowkes and Middleton, 2012).
In their review of the literature on employment development and the role of workforce intermediaries
Loewen et al. (2005) find that the many strong examples are characterized by formalized partnerships
between community-based organizations (CBOs) and employers, where CBOs act as a gateway into a
network of employment opportunities. In this model, CBOs use their deep connections with residents to
recruit, screen and train potential employees. These models are successful in engaging the hardest to
engage precisely because CBOs are often organizations that potential job-seekers are already familiar
with and comfortable accessing, as many provide other services in the community.
The most successful employment initiatives include all stakeholders — such as industry groups and
employers, schools, colleges and third-level education providers, trade unions, employment agencies,
social economy organizations, and local community groups. This is especially important in seeking to
serve low-income neighbourhoods and marginalized communities where networks with employers and
employment models may be weak (ibid.). Several studies have demonstrated the importance of
nurturing networks of friendly employers and/or adopting a specifically sector-based focus (SRDC,
2013; MRDC, 2012). Most critical to the success of these initiatives however is the engagement of
employers throughout all aspects of the employment development process — employers provide
critical information about local labour market dynamics, in-demand skills, and can help design
appropriate training. The active engagement of employers is as critical to changing attitudes to hiring
“non-traditional” employees and helping workplaces to be accommodating of employee needs.
Manpower (2012, p. 19) points to the potential of employer demand driven training-to-employment
programs as a key strategy to address skills shortages and create opportunities for youth. These are
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intensive, specific job training programs that include a post-training placement for potential employees
who would have not been able to access this work on their own. For these programs to be effective,
Manpower notes that they must: be demand-driven, include strong employer commitments,
incorporate post-employment counseling and mentoring, and embed repeated engagement with
employers who have input into program design.
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Social Enterprise
Social enterprise has received significant attention in recent years. Within the field of social enterprise
there are variations in terms of mandate, legal and organizational structure, and business sector. Social
enterprises provide blended social and financial value and are situated between traditional non-profit
and for-profit ownership models, as depicted below.

Figure 3

Social Enterprise Continuum, Trico Foundation

In Canada, much attention has focused on social enterprises as businesses run by non-profit
organizations. However, increasingly the lines between social enterprise and socially responsible
business (or social purpose businesses) are becoming blurred and there is growing diversity of
organizations that make up this space.8 For our purposes, we maintain that social enterprises formally
limit or restrict the distribution of profits and assets to individual shareholders such that those
proceeds are reinvested towards the social mission (this definition includes, for example, co-operatives,
Community Contribution Companies, and myriad other forms).
The concept of social enterprise often refers both to any revenue generating or market activity that
generates a return to the non-profit organization (e.g., a museum gift shop), as well as to activities that
focus on creating employment or livelihoods for people facing barriers to employment or other forms
of marginalization. For the purposes of this report, we are focused on the latter. We refer to these as
employment social enterprises (ESE) and adopt the following definition from Enterprising Non-Profits:
“A type of social enterprise whose primary purpose includes an expressed intention to train, develop
the capacity of and employ people facing barriers to employment” (Mader et al., forthcoming).
Social enterprises focused on providing employment form a subset of all social enterprises.
Employment social enterprises make up about 40 per cent of the social enterprises active in Canada
today (ibid.). Social enterprises operate in a wide variety of sectors of the economy — from renewable
energy to food service, retail and concessions to home services and technology. These enterprises are
integrating into identified labour market areas and are differentiated from other employment
approaches by providing the opportunity to do “real” work and addressing both the supply and

8

For example, British Columbia was the first Canadian jurisdiction to recognize a new hybrid legal form,
the Community Contribution Company, in 2013.
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demand side of employment dynamics. The test of whether work is considered “real” is the capacity of
the enterprise to compete in the marketplace, even if subsidies are obtained (Fowkes and Middleton,
2012).

The Role for Social Enterprise in Addressing Employment
Youth unemployment is an issue with significant long-term impacts, and many employment programs
lack adequate resources to help youth transition from training and education into mainstream,
livelihood-supporting employment. Youth NEET, in particular, are not well served by traditional
employment programs and can struggle to retain employment with mainstream employers without
support.
Employment social enterprises have created a niche in providing training, support and employment to
people who experience multiple barriers to employment. Governments across the OECD have been
increasingly interested in the potential of ESE to help address unemployment with vulnerable
populations. Employment social enterprises help address labour market imbalances by: recruiting
people who face discrimination in the labour force, providing flexible work environments and
conditions of work, offering a range of workplace supports from on-the-job training to life skills
coaching, accepting a level of perceived business risk that prevents many people with barriers from
accessing mainstream work, and locating their activities in low income areas with few job
opportunities (Fowkes and Middleton, 2012). According to Social Enterprise UK (2012): “…social
enterprises can play a key part of the solution. Young people can benefit from enterprises that can build
their skills and confidence; that can create and keep wealth in our most deprived communities; and that
can build trust, responsibility, provide role models, reward hard work and give young people a voice
and a stake in what they do.” A Market Solution to Job Creation and Opportunity: Social Enterprise report
by REDF (Javits n.d.) reinforces these findings noting that supported employment experiences in social
enterprises help certain populations deepen their access to the workplace.
Among employment social enterprises, a number of different approaches are identifiable, from those
focused on transitional employment as a pathway to mainstream employment to those offering longterm employment (with or without permanent subsidies) (Javits, n.d.; Spear and Bidet, n.d.). A 2002
study (cited in Fowkes and Middleton, 2012) of European Work Integration Social Enterprises (WISE)
describes four basic types:


Those offering transition employment as a pathway to work;



Enterprises that create permanent, self-financing jobs;



Enterprises that create long term employment with permanent subsidies;



Those that provide structure and engagement rather than a mainstream work contract.

A study by the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (REDF) notes that transitional and long-term
employment focused social enterprise models differ in several aspects of their employment support.
Long term employment focused social enterprises have a stronger emphasis “delivering a “living wage”
and benefit package more comparable to or better than the market.” (Javits, n.d.) These types of
employment social enterprises may be clustered in the type of businesses that require higher skill
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levels and therefore command higher wages. The report goes on to note that, “Conversely, if the focus is
helping people transition to competitive employment, the wage and benefits package may lag the
market, in part as an incentive for people to move into other jobs. There may be greater emphasis on
basic job skills such as punctuality, teamwork and accountability, rather than on hard skills training.”
There are key differences in the business model between social enterprises focused on transitional and
long-term employment. Social enterprises focused on transitional employment are more likely to have
a business model that is reliant on some ongoing subsidy, as opposed to those social enterprises with a
long-term, stable workforce (Javits, n.d.; Nockolds, 2012).
The REDF report and others suggest that youth benefit primarily from a transitional social enterprise
experience, ideally transitional employment that helps them gain work experience, job-ready skills and
ladders them into good jobs with mainstream employers. This is confirmed by a scan of employmentfocused social enterprises supporting people facing barriers to employment conducted by Enterprising
Non-Profits; in this scan, social enterprises working with youth were largely concentrated in
transitional employment models. In Quebec, training businesses are a key form of transitional social
enterprises employing youth that are recognized and receive funding from the provincial government.
Training businesses in Quebec are organized in a provincial network that has greatly advanced their
model (Dolbel, 2009).

Figure 4

Transitional Employment Social Enterprises
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Table 4

Comparison of Transitional Jobs Programs and Employment Social Enterprises
Transitional Jobs Programs

Employment Social Enterprises

Initiation

Government-initiated, partnerships developed
with non-profit or private sector employers for
transitional job placement sites

Started by non-profit, individual or other interested
in creating employment opportunities

Funding

Government-funded programs

Most transitional ESEs receive some government
or private funding used to fund non-wage costs;
earned income offsets some of the costs and
wages

Types of Jobs

Community jobs; short-term initiatives that add
community value (such as mosaic project) or
auxiliary jobs within an organization

Entry-level positions in service or labour intensive
sectors (such a property management, food
services or construction)

Pre-employment
Program

Pre-employment workshop to outline program
and expectations; develop workplace skills

May or may not conduct pre-employment
workshop/training; may train and develop skills on
the job

Supervision

Provided by an employee of work site host
organization who reports to program

Provided by an employee of the social enterprise

Program
Timelines

Transitional jobs timelines and employee
supports are fixed by funding program

Market generated revenue allows additional
flexibility in terms of timelines and supports,
though funding can influence intake time periods
and target population

Job Creation and
Sustainability

Existence of jobs determined by wage subsidy
and funding

Existence of jobs determined by successful
business and labour market demand

Transition
Networks

Strong networks with mainstream employers is
critical to successful employee transitions but
often weak

Strong networks with mainstream employers is
critical to successful employee transitions but
often weak

Challenges

Dependent on funding; jobs may not build
sector-relevant skills; time in position (2-6
months) may not be long enough to integrate
new workplace skills

Potential conflict between business needs and
transitional employment mandate; often requires
funding for training and employment support;
pressure to move people to new positions in order
to make space for new employees
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Successes and Challenges in Employment Social Enterprises
Success for social enterprises is usually defined in terms of a combination of social and financial
sustainability. Social sustainability is viewed in terms of creating successful employment opportunities
for marginalized populations and positive contributions to community. Financial sustainability for
social enterprises has often been seen as able to operate without government or philanthropic funding;
however, there is a growing recognition that this may be a challenging goal for employment social
enterprises and especially transitional employment social enterprises, who face high training, support,
and turnover costs. Nockolds (2012) suggests instead that financial sustainability for employment
social enterprises should be thought of as including the ability to gain all forms of funding and financing
required to meet social sustainability goals. In many jurisdictions the financial sustainability of
employment social enterprises is supported by policy initiatives, including: community benefit
agreements; hiring targets; social procurement initiatives; wage subsidies; and research, development
and innovation funding.
Given the diversity of social enterprise approaches and wide variations in the degree of government
funding and support (Fowkes and Middleton, 2012), coupled with limited large-scale standardized
evaluations of employment social enterprise (Nockolds, 2012), it is difficult to make widespread
generalizations about the success of employment social enterprises in achieving employment
outcomes. Success Themes in Supportive Employment (Mader et al., forthcoming) recorded a number of
benefits to employees as a result of employment with a social enterprise; most social enterprises do
some tracking and documenting of their social impacts but expressed a desire to improve their
evaluation practices. Some ESEs track vigorously, through tools such as Social Return on Investment or
Demonstrating Value; however, most of the data related to impact is anecdotal, based on funder
reporting requirements or limited by resources. However, a number of program-level evaluations
consistently suggest that employment social enterprises are successful in terms of:


Improving employability outcomes



Improving employee ‘soft skills’ (workplace and essential life skills)



Improving employee self-confidence, sense of contribution, etc.



Helping to stabilize other aspects of employees’ lives.9

There are also community-level impacts, including: concentrating in disadvantaged communities and
creating more jobs relative to standard businesses (Social Enterprise UK, 2012) and reduced impact on
public expenditures, reducing costs related to public safety and others (Javits, n.d.).

9

Travkina et al., 2013; Ferguson and Xie, 2008; Toronto Enterprise Fund, 2004; Ernest, 2011; Schnirer et
al., 2007; Niles, 2010; Fairholm-Mader and Turnbull, forthcoming.
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Box 2

REDF Report

REDF’s report, A Market Solution to Job Creation and Opportunity: Social Enterprise, collected long-term data from 1998–
2008, following over 1,000 social enterprise employees for up to two years. The findings were encouraging:
77 per cent of employees were still working 18–24 months after hire;
Hourly wage increased by 31 per cent; and
Monthly income doubled.

According to a review of social enterprises funded by the Toronto Social Enterprise Fund (2004),
employees in social enterprises experienced significant improvements in their quality of life: they
stabilized their housing, improved their food security, and gained increased access to recreation and
other basic needs. There were also noted impacts in participants’ abilities to develop social capital,
which plays a vital role in the transition to increased economic engagement. Participants described
feeling they had regained their identity and self-worth as a result of earning income through, and
participating in, the broader activities of a social purpose enterprise. Through hands-on involvement in
paid work and business development, participants dramatically increased their employability.

Social enterprise: An Effective Approach for Youth with Barriers to
Employment
The social enterprise sector has emerged in many countries from a growing recognition that many
labour market programs fail disadvantaged populations. The Role of Social Enterprise in European
Labour Markets (2010) attributes this to a failure of traditional labour market programs to make the
necessary connection between training and employment; the report also finds that these programs do
not sufficiently address the lack of employment opportunities faced by disadvantaged populations after
temporary training and work schemes (Spear and Bidet, n.d.). Fowkes and Middleton (2012) argue that
social enterprise has emerged as a response to critiques of public sector employment programs on the
grounds of cost effectiveness, creating dead end jobs and dependency, a focus on poor-quality jobs, and
displacement of other workers.
One of the key strengths of the employment social enterprise model is that it effectively combines many
of the established best practices in employment and skills development in a way that creates synergies
that are not present when delivery in isolation. Specifically:
Employment Social Enterprises include training in workplace skills and job skills in a setting that
is inherently integrated in the workplace.
This approach has been demonstrated to be much more effective than training that is offered outside of
a workplace context, and is a key element of employment social enterprises. Social enterprise combines
supports to develop skills and experience with paid employment. By working within the enterprise,
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participants gain invaluable, current, hands-on job experience. Fowkes and Middleton (2012)
interviewed 52 organizations operating 63 separate social enterprises. All of the interviewees
maintained that what distinguished their social enterprise activity from most labour market programs
was that they were offering the opportunity to do “real work.” This report further finds that the
combination of on-the-job training (direct application of new skills), the intensity of contact with
employees (e.g., full-time work hours versus limited program time), and the real world accountability
required for job performance, all contribute to employment outcomes for social enterprise employees.
Nockolds (2012) echoes the importance of these program elements and additionally notes the
importance of providing job search assistance and post-social enterprise employment support.
Employment social enterprises integrate life skills and other wrap around supports that are
critical in achieving employment outcomes for people facing barriers to employment.
The focus on wraparound supports is something that is literally ‘baked into’ the DNA of employment
social enterprises. The 2008 OECD report, Improving Social Inclusion at the Local Level through the
Social Economy (Noya and Clarence, 2008), identifies that the “social economy has a key role to play in
addressing disadvantage, improving employment outcomes and fostering social inclusion.” Social
enterprises are identified as providing two distinct advantages when addressing social exclusion: they
are often based and embedded in local communities, contributing to the development of formal and
informal networks, allowing them to engage with hard to reach people, and they act as conduits for
greater participation (ibid.).
A forthcoming enterprising non-profit (ENP) report notes the importance of workforce mix and
diversity (between target and non-target employees), flexibility and accommodation in scheduling and
requests for time off, inclusionary recruitment, hiring, and review practices, graduated and ongoing
training and probation, workplace and life skills goal-setting and wrap-around supports, and a
welcoming organizational culture.
Many employment social enterprises operate as extensions of the mission of a parent organization that
provide other types of support to clients (e.g., mental health or housing support, or services to
vulnerable populations like new immigrants), which increases their capacity to meet the complex needs
of their social enterprise employees. Because social enterprises earn a portion of their revenues from
market-based services they are often able to support a wider range of employee supports and are less
susceptible to having to withdraw these services should a funding program end.
Employment social enterprises help prepare workers for entry-level positions, which both helps
people with barriers to employment gain critical work experience and reduces the risk employers
may bear in investing in unemployed youth.
Most social enterprises offer entry level employment for young people, coupled with a focus on helping
employees to develop skills and identify future opportunities. This approach has the critical function of
helping youth with barriers to employment gain workplace experience and can build trust with
employers who come to know that they can draw from a pool of well-trained, pre-screened young
applicants. The importance of this was supported in our interviews with employers, many of whom
indicated they prefer to adopt a ‘test then invest’ approach.
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The Business of Inclusion report commissioned by the Toronto Social Enterprise Fund finds that
employees in ESEs transition through common stages as they move towards more sustainable
livelihoods. The stages include: destabilization, stabilization, foundation building, engaging, and
developing a livelihood. At each stage in this process, different social enterprise interventions are
needed; some of these are provided by social enterprises themselves, while others, such as emergency
services, may be provided through community partnerships. The report finds that many social
enterprises work with people in the engagement stage and this is where social enterprises are able to
make the most significant contribution. This process of employee stabilization is critical to then
engaging employers in hiring from non-traditional populations.

Figure 5

Process towards Sustainable Livelihoods

Employment social enterprises emphasize a partnership model, and excel at building relationships
with employers, unions, social service and other community-based organizations.
As a transitional model, social enterprises can face a conflict between business needs and employment
mandate. As a business, they want to train and retain their best employees; however as a transitional
employer, their primary goal is to move good employees into other employment. Partnerships are
thought to be critical to the success of transitional employment social enterprises. Many transitional
employment social enterprises focus on building partnerships with private sector employers to “create
pathways to help their employees, once they have achieved on the job success, move on to private
sector employment in companies with the need for prepared entry level workers” (Javits, n.d.).
Employment social enterprises are able to address both supply- and demand-side issues.
Social enterprises create real jobs and are one of the few employment development approaches that
address both supply- and demand-side issues in the labour market. Because social enterprises need to
operate a successful business in order to meet their employment mandate, labour market integration is
built into the model. Youth receive work experience in areas with labour market need; as well, the
training and supports are tightly linked and relevant to the labour market. Importantly, the marketembedded nature of social enterprises is a critical differentiator between this approach and transitional
jobs programs. Because social enterprises are ongoing businesses, they create and can sustain
employment for the people they service. Javits (n.d.) argues that “employment social enterprises build
on the supported employment approach offered by transitional job programs by providing supporting
employment with the high accountability that is demanded of any business competing in markets.”
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Results: Case Studies
This section outlines the key findings from four Canadian case studies with social enterprises creating
employment for youth. Researchers completed these case studies in order to expand on the themes
identified in the literature regarding social enterprise and to better understand the degree to which
employment social enterprise are employing best practices. Overall, we find that the social enterprises
considered are actively employing many of the best practices identified in both the employment
development and social enterprise literature, with significant success. Our case studies also find,
however, that the social enterprises interviewed experience two significant challenges in meeting the
complex needs of vulnerable youth. Specifically, the social enterprises considered express ongoing
challenges associated with the time they are able to spend with youth in their programs, and note that
additional support is required to adequately meet the needs of certain subgroups of youth.
Brief overviews of the case studies are provided at the end of this section, and complete case studies
are contained in the appendices. The social enterprises considered in these case studies are:


Keeners Car Wash, Vancouver, Mobile car wash



LOFT Youth Centre for Social Enterprise, Toronto, café/catering



Train for Trades, Newfoundland, Green retrofits and construction



Youth Unlimited/ Mission Possible, Vancouver, Property management services

Integration of Workplace and Job Skills in a Workplace Setting
All of the social enterprises we interviewed provide on-the-job training and low barrier job and
workplace skills training. From our case studies, we find that work experience combined with
certifications and formalized training result in the highest levels of successful transitions to
mainstream employment, though for some youth, work itself can be enough to trigger life
transformation. Of the four social enterprises considered, two combined work experience with formal
training and credentials. The success rates stated by these social enterprises for subsequent
employment or advancement to further education/training is 75–85 per cent. The other two social
enterprises provided work experience that did not require formal training or certificates. Their stated
rates of success for subsequent employment were slightly lower. In all cases though, the social
enterprises noted the importance of tailoring the type of training and certification available to the
needs of the industry in which they were operating.
Many social enterprises integrate literacy development into their employment support and skills
development by assisting youth to achieve their GED or increase their level of applied literacy. For
example, one social enterprise we interviewed for the case studies assists youth in filling out passport
applications in order to teach them applied literacy. In workplace skills development such as
confidence, communication skills, work ethic, positive social interactions, all social enterprises
reported positive outcomes.
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“These [being on time, managing money, customer relations, and work standards] are
skills that are best learned on the job and the lack of these skills can be a major
impediment to get into other jobs. We need a focus on less training and more work
experience.” (Case study respondent, Keeners Car Wash)
In the social enterprises considered, this workplace-based training is complemented with regular
coaching and performance feedback. In one example, employees receive a monthly assessment from
their supervisors on their skills development with a job coach, followed by three- and six-month
performance reviews to provide in-depth feedback. These check-in points help youth to consolidate
their skills development and learning and provide opportunity for correction and continued
improvement.

Provision of Life Skills and Other Wrap-around Supports
From our case studies, we find that each of the social enterprises provided wrap-around employment
supports, based on the needs of the youth employed. These supports are focused on keeping youth
employed and enhancing their employability in the future. Due to the nature of the barriers faced by the
youth population, employment supports focused on building life skills, such as financial literacy and
addressing scenarios or issues that take place outside of work that impact an individual’s ability to
work (e.g., housing needs). Wrap-around supports provided include:


Being available 24/7 to address crisis situations;



Coaching and mentoring;



Building social networks;



Addressing family conflict and supporting reunification;



Assisting with addictions and recovery supports;



Attending appointments such as parole, court, doctor, banking and social assistance meetings
alongside youth;



Conducting ongoing work assessments and performance reviews;



Providing housing support;



Providing financial literacy training; and



Assisting in the acquisition of identification.

The social enterprises we interviewed see the integrated support they provide as critical to their
success in employing the youth. Not only do they model and teach basic job skills such as coming to
work on time and demonstrating a good work ethic, the support team also deals with issues that
mainstream employers are typically not prepared to address and which can result in job loss. The
relationships the staff build with the youth is a significant stabilizing factor. In the words of one
respondent, “We tell the youth, we have heard it all before, we don’t care what you have done, we will
support you.”
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“We are aware of the challenges people face and our supervisors make it a safe place to
work so people can share challenges they are facing that may affect their employment and
they can work through it so in the next job they know the appropriate way to respond.”
(Case study respondent, Work Life Social Enterprise)
“It doesn’t matter what it is, we support them in anything. We are available 24/7 if they
are in crisis. They have our numbers — they can contact us at any time to ensure that they
are safe and can come to work on the Monday. They could be arrested, lose housing… we
provide everything.” (Case study respondent, Train for Trades)
All four of the social enterprises considered were developed out of an existing youth or family service
agency. In each case the organization was compelled to develop a social enterprise program because
they continued to observe youth struggling to obtain employment and who did not fit the criteria of
traditional employment programming. Because of the relationship to an existing youth or family
service agency, the provision of wrap-around supports is already integral to the mission of these social
enterprises. Furthermore, these social enterprises report being able to draw on the support of the
originating agency to provide some of these services.
One of the social enterprises interviewed also expressed that the relationship to the originating
organization also plays an important role in integrating youth into a network of support, “A huge piece
is that youth are part of a thriving eco-system. They have different friends and different people that
provide different types of support.”
Some, though not all, seek additional funding to support these services while covering business related
expenses through the revenues earned. Because by their nature employment social enterprises tend to
be clustered in labour-intensive industries, where labour costs are high, many seek diverse funding to
support the wrap around supports provided.

Creation of entry-level position leading to future opportunity
Every sector has an entry point. We find that the social enterprises we interviewed operate in sectors
that have entry-level jobs that can be augmented by on-the-job training or low barrier training. For
example, basic food preparation skills are taught, which leads to advanced opportunities in the food
services industry; energy retro-fit training includes many transferable skills to other parts of the
construction industry and is an industry with ongoing growth potential; even car washing is an entry
point into the auto sector and many employees of this social enterprise report seeking work with it
because of their interest in this industry. Many of the social enterprises interviewed intentionally
create opportunities to provide the youth with exposure to other opportunities within the broader
sector they are working in. This takes place through workplace and educational tours, through the
teaching of broader transferable skills, and through workplace mentoring.
For one of the social enterprises, this provision of entry-level employment is critical and they view
employment in the social enterprise as a stepping stone to something better. They note that there is an
underlying assumption that people who have been out of work for a length of time are somehow
unemployable. By providing applicable job training and work experience, this barrier is addressed. For
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future employers, this is critical in helping to reduce the perceived risk of hiring youth. The next
employer doesn’t have to invest in the same level of training and development.

Partnership Model
The social enterprises identify the need to partner with mainstream employers as key to youth
employment success. For transitional social enterprises especially, subsequent employment success is
enhanced greatly by partnerships and connections with friendly mainstream employers.
Each social enterprise we interviewed described some form of partnership with other organizations to
achieve their mission. Most common were partnerships between the social enterprise itself and a
parent or close partner organization to provide wrap around and other supports to youth. These
partnerships with existing community-based organizations also provide an important source of referral
and are often the entry point for young people to begin the process of employment with the social
enterprise. As described throughout the literature, this partnership is often critical because
community-based organizations often have deep relationships in a community and a strong degree of
trust among vulnerable populations that can help break down barriers to access employment support.
Several social enterprises also described formal or informal relationships with post-secondary partners
or training institutions to provide training for youth while employed with the social enterprise, or to
provide opportunities for advancement post-employment. One social enterprise also had a formal
partnership with a trade union in place. The same social enterprise also had an established partnership
with the provincial government to complete energy retro-fits of the social housing stock. This
partnership provided a critical and ongoing source of revenue and job potential for the social
enterprise, while ensuring that funds that need to be spent on maintaining the housing stock would
have a greater impact by providing employment for youth at risk.
The social enterprises we interviewed described often informal and still emerging partnerships with
employers. Where social enterprises identified employers to whom they referred ongoing employees,
they reported that employers were “impressed” with the employees they received from social
enterprises. They further reported that many employers appreciated that the social enterprise was still
available to act as a support to the new employees as needed. In turn, the social enterprises reported
that they were also growing more confident and knowledgeable of who their employees are going to
work for: this enables them to ensure training remains relevant to future employers and helps ensure
that young people’s future work experiences are positive ones. One social enterprise we interviewed
described the important role of an alumni network that develops and connects back to strengthen the
mainstream employer–social enterprise connections. Another explained the role that partnerships with
employers play, not only in creating ongoing employment opportunities, but also in helping to provide
exposure for the youth of different job opportunities available to them in the sector.
“At the beginning, youth can be intimidated… but after five or six visits, they can see
themselves there. They have sat on classes and met the chefs and teachers, visited high end
kitchens and they are being offered jobs by chefs who want and need their skills. They can
see the path forward.” (Case study respondent, LOFT Kitchen)
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All the social enterprises expressed a desire for more time and resources to intentionally build these
relationships. In our assessment, there is opportunity to grow the social enterprise sector and its
employment outcomes through a more coordinated approach to building relationships with employers
to support employee transitions to mainstream employment.

Addressing Both Supply- and Demand-side Issues
Since inception, the social enterprises we interviewed have directly created dozens of jobs that were
not formerly available for youth. Each of the social enterprises considered in our case studies focused
on providing a “real job” for employees. All provided employment above minimum wage, had job
descriptions, and clear expectations of their employees. While supportive and flexible employers, the
social enterprises interviewed count on the youth to deliver a marketable and high quality service to
the community, and as such maintain high standards for their employees. This ultimately forms a
significant differentiator that sets social enterprise apart from many employment programs as the
young employees and the social enterprise describe a relationship based on reciprocity. Each social
enterprise provides a marketable service that competes against private sector enterprises. They need
their employees in order to be successful. This creates an imperative for the social enterprise to
support the youth to be successful; the youth’s success and the social enterprise success are
intertwined.
For many of the youth, this recognition of their contribution and being needed had a transformative
effect in terms of how youth viewed themselves and their role in the enterprise. Two of the social
enterprises interviewed included a community service element in their programming as a way to
further create opportunities for youth to give back to the community.
The intertwined nature of the success of the enterprise and of the youth themselves also seems to exert
pressure on the social enterprises to maintain a high standard of service and quality. Train for Trades,
for example, notes that they became a COR (an occupational health and safety standard) certified
company in order to win government construction contracts, but this designation has benefits for the
youth after they leave the program as future employers know that they can expect a certain standard
from former employees of a COR company.

Youth Not Served by Employment Social Enterprises
Even though youth employment social enterprises have an open door to youth with challenging life
circumstances and multiple barriers to employment, two demographics of youth were not being
employed by the social enterprises we interviewed:


Youth with emerging or significant mental illnesses require support that is often beyond the scope
of the enterprise and supervisor skill level. This is not to exclude youth living with mental illness
from employment, but to recognize that this demographic may require additional supports that are
challenging to meet within a market-driven model.



Young women are largely absent as employees within these social enterprises. This may be partly
due to the nature of the work (labour-intensive and traditionally male-dominated). It also may
speak to how young women at risk are vulnerable and are often dealing with issues of childcare —
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an expense that may exceed the wages provided by social enterprises as well as an expensive
support to provide in-house.
However, given the limited scope of this research, further exploration would be needed to understand if
these trends hold true across a broader cross-section of social enterprises.

Restrictions of Funding and Time Deadline
The standard length of the employment contract from the case studies was six to nine months. For
three of the four social enterprises interviewed in the case studies, the employment term is still largely
determined by funding availability. All the social enterprises commented on the desire for a longer
employment timeframe to deepen the social impact and support significant life transformations and the
role of increased business success in being able to achieve this.
However, all of the social enterprises expressed that there is a need for balance between allowing the
time needed for life transformation, not wanting youth to get “stuck” in the social enterprise, and
wanting to address the need by employing as many youth as possible.
“In our books, this is fantastic! Success is helping people to move into better roles. I don’t
think any of my youth should be washing cars for more than six to nine months and if we
can help them get into a better and more stable role elsewhere, that’s success for us.” (Case
study respondent, Keeners Car Wash)

Abridged Case Studies
Keeners Car Wash
Keeners Car Wash is a mobile car cleaning business designed to generate funding for Directions Youth
Services Centre and provide transitional employment for Street Youth Job Action (SYJA) alumni.
Directions Youth Services Centre recognized a gap between the skills of the youth exiting the SYJA
program and next-step employment. The founders wanted to create a social enterprise that would
combine real-world work experience and other skills such as customer service, sales skills, time
management, money management and self-confidence.
After an initial exploration of several social enterprise possibilities, a mobile car wash was identified as
a service unique to the Vancouver market and an easy model to launch, replicate and expand. In
July 2012, Keeners Car Wash was founded to offer environmentally-friendly car cleaning to business
fleets and corporate employees. Keeners receives no government or ongoing funding.
The business is operated by a General Manager and one team supervisor who oversees on-site quality
control and employee training. Two to eight youth employees wash cars at any given time; they are
hired as hourly employees with no end date to their employment contract. Approximately 50 per cent
of the employees are international students on limited visas looking for flexible, part-time work; all
employees are struggling to enter the labour market and have little job experience or are recent highschool graduates.
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Keeners observed that many workplaces are reluctant to employ youth due to lack of work experience
and high turnover rates, which can impact business stability and be costly. Keeners addresses the work
experience gap by providing a low-barrier workplace with low skills requirement and a flexible work
environment to assist youth in adjusting to work expectations. The youth employees also gain skills in
dealing with customers, working as part of a team and independently, developing a strong work ethic,
achieving work expectations — all important ingredients to a successful working life.
In 2013, Keeners employed 15 youth. Of these 15 youth, four are still employees and nine obtained
better paying jobs with more hours or have gone back to school. The remaining two individuals were
not work ready and thus have transitioned to programs that can respond to their needs.

LOFT Kitchen
LOFT Kitchen is a café, food shop and catering service located on Bloor Street in downtown Toronto.
The purpose of LOFT Kitchen is to train youth in food preparation, catering, food product development,
and hospitality and customer service skills. The youth that are employed by LOFT Kitchen face barriers
to employment which can include: dropping out of previous education, lack of family support,
unhealthy relationship patterns, high levels of conflict in their lives, experience with the justice system,
experience of racism in the hiring process, mental health issues and addictions.
LOFT Kitchen combines relevant and job-desirable skills with wrap-around supports to help youth find
and maintain career-related employment. The youth are supported to attend training at a local culinary
training college while they are paid employees in the café, food shop and catering enterprise. In
addition to skills training and work experience, LOFT Kitchen exposes youth to the possibilities that a
career in the food services sector could bring. They try out different roles in the food enterprise so they
can gain broad skills and new experiences within the operation. Youth visit different restaurants and
meet local chefs. They learn about how kitchens operate, using modern technology and become
exposed to a potential life by observing the lives that service providers and customers in the industry
are involved in.
In addition to food service skills and work experience, the enterprise combines role modeling,
workshops and team meetings to build life skills such as communication, decision-making, wisdom at
work, working in a team, leadership, co-worker relations and reliability. These life skills are the key
indicators of success in an individual’s life and are significant in moving people up the income ladder.
LOFT enjoys an 85 per cent success rate that includes youth returning to school, employment with a
mainstream employer or starting a new business. This success rate is buoyed by LOFT private sector
partnerships and by connecting youth to supportive private sector employers. LOFT maintains a
network of alumni that share their story, success and networks with youth currently employed at LOFT
Kitchen.

Train for Trades
Train for Trades conducts energy retrofits on social housing units. This includes the demolition of
existing walls in basement apartments followed by insulating, framing, plastering and gyprock. An
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additional revenue stream is the modernization and improvement of housing stock through upgrading
the interior and exterior of multi-family units. Train for Trades has been in operations for six years.
Train for Trades is connected to Choices for Youth, a non-profit youth-serving agency. Choices for
Youth staff observed that their youth clients did not fit the criteria of traditional employment
programming — their literacy was low and they experience multiple barriers that other employment
programs were not set up to deal with. Train for Trades was founded to address this gap, employ at risk
youth and provide them the support needed.
Train for Trades employs youth aged 18–25. Of the youth they employ, 70–95 per cent are young men
and exhibit numerous barriers to employment. As well, 90 per cent of the youth are originally on
income support.
Twenty youth are now hired each year. The overall program is 44 weeks; the first two weeks are spent
at Carpenters Millwright College — the local college and TFT’s training partner. Carpenters Millwright
provides the initial training and follow-up training as needed. Once the training is completed, the youth
begin 42 weeks of paid work experience at $11/hour. They work Monday through Friday, 9:00 AM to
4:00 PM. This is real work for real pay.
Youth workers provide life supports and supervisors role model appropriate workplace skills. TFT sees
the integrated support as critical to their success in employing the youth. Not only do they model and
teach basic job skills such as coming to work on time and demonstrating a good work ethic, the support
team also deals with issues that mainstream employers are typically not prepared to address and can
result in job loss. Train for Trades staff are available 24/7 to deal with issues as they arise and to
support youth when needed.
Two days each week, a teacher assists youth to achieve their GED; since the start of the program,
17 youth have completed the certificate. In addition, the youth receive extra math and language
tutoring and instruction on how to read, understand and fill out documents — all essential literacy
skills when it comes to obtaining and maintaining employment. Other essential skills include respectful
behaviour on job sites, time management, passport applications, credit counseling and money
management; every youth requires a bank account and TFT will work with banks and youth to help set
this up.
By the end of their time with TFT, the youth are skilled labourers with a solid work ethic. The next
employer doesn’t have to invest in the training; they are already trained with a strong culture of safety
and have work experience in a certified core company. Most of the youth leave TFT and are hired on
with roofing companies, demolition, are hired as general labourers with larger construction companies
or pursue post-secondary education. Of the youth who participated in the 2013 program, 75 per cent
are employed or in post-secondary education.

WorkLife: A Partnership between Youth Unlimited and Mission Possible
Work Life is a partnership between The Youth Unlimited and Mission Possible that combines training
and support for youth with property maintenance work experience. Youth Unlimited provides support
to the youth around a six-month employment contract with Mission Possible Maintenance (MPM). The
focus is to use the employment experience with MPM to transition to other employment opportunities.
BC Centre for Employment Excellence
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Many of the youth who come to the program are looking for work but are not being hired by private
sector employers. The youth are between the ages of 16–25, two-thirds male, and represent a diverse
Canadian-born demographic. Many youth have not yet completed high school or their General
Education Development, and a significant number are currently in or have been involved in foster care
system.
Employees are employed for 16 hours/week. They start with a 10-hour skills workshop and then a
gradual entry into MPM. The work experience with MPM spans a variety of property management
services: pressure washing, window washing, graffiti removal, exterior painting, landscaping, gutter
cleaning, and site cleanup. Other essential skills are coined job development skills. These include
understanding what an employer is looking for, knowing how to ask for and fulfill expectations, how to
engage with a supervisor, interacting with customers, interfacing with the public and how to make the
most out of various employment opportunities. Employees receive a monthly assessment from their
supervisors on how their job skills — both job retention and property management skills — are
progressing. Employees also participate in a 30-minute job coaching and mentoring session each
month.
Every two weeks the youth receive broader life coaching mentoring from Youth Unlimited. This
coaching focuses on goal-setting and life skills beyond employment; housing, finances, education,
personal satisfaction and mental health are just some of the topics regularly covered. The mentoring is
designed to build personal confidence and increase life stability.
It is not the work skills that are the barrier to maintaining employment for many of the people who
participate in this program but rather the job retention skills. Youth Unlimited and MPM address this
gap by firstly providing an opportunity and secondly, providing a supportive environment that takes
into consideration the whole person and their circumstance. Since the start of this partnership in 2012,
32 youth have been hired and 20 completed the six-month work contract. Of those 20, 16 were
successful at moving on to school or mainstream employment — an overall success rate of 50 per cent.
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Interviews and Focus Group Results
Key informant interviews, the focus group and local data collection provide the opportunity to
synthesize and integrate broad contextual information and knowledge at the local community level.
Generally, the findings of employer interviews and the employment developers’ focus group were
mutually reinforcing. There were several themes that emerged across the respondents and that point a
direction for a social enterprise and cross-sector employment initiative to take root in BC’s Capital
Region.

Regional Barriers to Employment
As previously noted, in Greater Victoria, there are almost 4,000 youth not in education, employment10
or training. Through our interviews and focus group, we found that employers, sector associations and
employment developers shared a common understanding of factors contributing to youth
unemployment. Respondents identified a number of barriers that impact young people’s job
performance. These barriers also echo the literature review findings and include addictions,
homelessness or risk of homelessness, poor family relations, lack of skills and lack of work experience.

Skills Gaps Affect Both Youth and Employers
Low literacy was identified as significant barrier to employment and an issue in the Capital Region. All
employers and sector association respondents interviewed identified low literacy as a factor when
employing youth. The employment developers in our focus group also consistently identified this as a
key issue for the youth they work with. Further, employment developers spoke to a shift in the school
system where a priority is to keep youth within their peer group and advance them through the school
system, which can result in advancing youth before they have had the opportunity to consolidate
literacy skills.
The employers interviewed rarely mentioned lack of job skills as a gap, but instead focused on work
readiness or workplace skills and life skills — this was especially noted by employers in sectors where
customer service is required. In fact, most employers hired for attitude, coupled with a willingness to
provide on-the-job training for job-specific skills. This was echoed in our focus group with employment
developers, where participants consistently noted that the youth they work with lack the same
workplace and life skills identified by employers. Several focus group respondents identified “shy
gamers” as a growing cohort; youth that have communicated through or spend significant time
interacting with technology may be struggling to exhibit the interpersonal skills required in the
workplace.
“We are looking not so much for skills but for a positive attitude and work ethic. We
identify this by seeing if they have graduated high school, taken courses on the side or have
volunteered in the community… things like that. We are looking for people who will fit into
our culture and work hard.” (Employer respondent)

10

Includes youth who are both not in school and not in the labour force.
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“More and more we are getting youth applying for jobs where they have no social skills
and they’re very focused inward and have a tough time dealing with a group of people.
Social skills are really needed… they haven’t got the ability to put themselves in a position
where they’ve been interacting with large groups of people, especially strangers. This is
having a big impact on our industry.” (Employer respondent)

Regional Transportation Is a Barrier for Some
Transportation to and from job sites was identified by employment developers in our focus group as an
issue for youth that live in rural or more remote areas of the region. Available public transportation
system is irregular and does not necessarily align with work hours and getting home after late shifts
can be difficult. However, this perception was largely not shared in our employer interviews. Several
employers interviewed stated that transportation is not an issue in the region and see their workplaces
as being accessible. There is a perception and understanding gap here between employment developers
and employers.

Older Workers Increasing Competition for Jobs
High competition for jobs is a reality in the Capital Region. Employment developers regularly report
hosting job fairs where the number of potential applicants outstrips several times over the number of
jobs available. Employers regularly report receiving a “flood” of resumes in response to job postings.
Many of our focus group respondents pointed out that the youth they see are facing new competition
from older workers aged 55 and over, who are looking for part-time, flexible work. Sectors that youth
have in the past been able to enter, such as the non-profit sector, are now receiving attention from
people at the end of their careers who are looking to generate additional cash flow. Older workers come
with significant work experience and are out-competing youth. This is a particular issue in the region
due to the high numbers of older people that are moving to Victoria, and is aggravated by an already
high cost of living.

High Cost of Living Driving Outward Migration
Participants in our focus group and throughout our interviews also noted that the high cost of living in
the region has an impact on outward migration as well as youth’s ability to stay in minimum wage or
low-paying jobs. Several employer respondents noted that youth with skills are leaving the region for
economic reasons. Employment developers in our focus group also noted that the preponderance of
low-paying, part-time jobs makes it difficult for young people and clients to transition from the relative
stability of social assistance into potential less lucrative paid employment. There is a need for clearer
paths from entry-level positions that offer work experience and opportunities for advancement to
career-focused and family-supporting jobs that can afford a reasonable standard of living.

Local Labour Market Characterized by Contradictory Realities
Respondents from our employer and sector association interviews and our focus group with
employment developers identified a set of contradictory realities affecting the local labour market.
Respondents noted the mismatch between employment statistics that point to a growing skills gap with
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high projected job growth numbers, and the local “on the ground” labour market reality characterized
by a contracting labour market. A contracting labour market means that many workplaces are
struggling to maintain enough work for their current employees making it difficult for new entrants.
Very few employers felt their business realities reflected the employment statistics about labour
shortages and job growth reflected in their businesses.
“We keep hearing about 100,000 jobs being generated and a skills shortage. However, we
just conducted an entry-level… training program. We had 14 participants, trained and
certified them. None were able to find work in the [sector] because even experienced
people are being laid off right now.” (Industry association/ training program
respondent)
At the same time, several employers commented that job growth in other areas of the province and
Alberta is causing a market contraction and a loss of skilled workers from the Capital Region. Many
employers report being hesitant to invest significant time and money to train new employees when
they are leery of losing them to employment opportunities in Alberta or northern BC.
“Kids are hearing stories about working in the oil fields and make money. It’s changed the
dynamic, especially in Western Canada.” (Employer respondent)

Limited Investment in Skills Development
As identified earlier, there are four sets of skills that are key to employment success: job skills,
workplace skills, essential skills, and life skills. The employers we interviewed universally expressed
that they provide on-the-job training in the job skills needed to perform the work. Some of the
employers interviewed additionally provide basic certifications for employees (e.g., First Aid, Food Safe,
WHIMIS and workplace safety); however, among both employers and employment developers, several
respondents noted that easier access to these certifications for young employees is needed. Certificates
and training are expensive to take for many youth, especially vulnerable youth. This is in contrast to the
social enterprise case studies, for whom providing these certificates for employees was part of the
business and part of their employment mandate.
“One of the greatest challenges these days is getting an employee up to speed. You have
about ten days to get an employee comfortable in their job otherwise you’ll lose them. If
you get that structure and support around young people, it pays off.” (Employer
respondent)
Repeatedly, employer respondents and industry associations identified attitude and work ethic as the
primary indicator of employment success and as a key factor in recruitment. Most sectors have entrylevel positions that are filled by youth and positive attitude is the key to advancing within the company
and the sector.
While many employers provide job skills training, few provide support for workplace or life skills
development. According to our employment developers’ focus group, this is a gap that vulnerable youth
are most likely to fall through, in particular as in the Capital Region workplace and life skills
development supports are offered in a patchwork fashion by community agencies and employment
developers, resulting in potential employees facing longer stabilization periods or being unable to
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access supports. Workplace skills are among those that are viewed by both employers and employment
developers as very difficult to train for outside of a workplace context and best gained through on-thejob experience.
Of course, there are exceptions and a small number of employers play a more active role in providing
these types of supports to their employees.
“We encounter housing instability and couch surfing. But we create a family-like
environment and the work stabilizes their life.” (Employer respondent)

Regional Supports for Young Job Seekers
The key informant interviews with employers and sector associations and the focus group with
employment developers provides a snapshot of the network of support and resources available locally
to help address youth unemployment.
Employment developers noted that informal networks of family and friends are an important asset for
youth when looking for employment, and often the first place they turn to for assistance. However,
youth face some challenges in relying on these networks. Firstly, parents and family members are often
sharing outdated job search methods not relevant to the world of online applications and high levels of
competition in the workplace. Secondly, youth with weak family and friends network are at a
significant disadvantage and require more formal employment supports to find and maintain
employment. These are often the youth that require the most support, and yet are often the hardest to
reach.
Respondents in our focus group identified that the most significant source of employment development
programing is through the Employment Program of BC (EPBC) and federal Skillslink programs.
Respondents also named a number of community-based organizations that are providing employment
and skills development programs for youth. Many of these are seen as excellent resources in the region,
yet respondents identified fragmentation between programs, vulnerability to funding changes, and
poorly networked transitions for participants as weaknesses in this element of the system.
Employment developers in our focus group also noted that many of these programs also lack the
incorporation of direct work experience, affordable access to work certifications, and place time limits
on employment supports. Further, employment developers noted there is a gap between employment
programs and training programs, and between training programs and employers.

Regional Practices and Opportunities
From our interviews and focus group, we are able to present key lessons that should be applied in any
local initiative seeking to create meaningful sustained employment for youth. These findings support
many of the best practices identified in the literature review and include:


Entry-level is the path to investment and career advancement; it acts as a working “job interview”
for career advancement;



Employers often provide on-the-job training but additional support is required for workplace and
life skills development;
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Employers are willing to invest in youth who demonstrate commitment and workplace skills;



It is critical to involve non-traditional partners, including unions; and



By investing in youth and a place-based approach, this increases the chance that people will stay in
the region.

Employers Take a “Test then Invest” Approach to New Employees
Entry-level opportunities for youth are crucial to gain work experience, build relationships with
employers and to understand the career opportunities within a specific sector. In the sectors
represented, many of the entry-level jobs were not minimum wage jobs, but rather basic skilled jobs.
According to the employers we interviewed, they start employees in entry-level positions and then,
after seeing a demonstration on work ethic and workplace skills, begin to provide employees with
opportunities for advancement.
When supporting the skills development and advancement of young people, employers need to make a
significant investment. As we learned from our interviews, this leads employers to take a “test then
invest” approach to the development of employees. The employers we interviewed also expressed
reticence to make significant investments in new employees for fear of losing them to employment
opportunities elsewhere. However, most of the employers we interviewed start employees in entrylevel positions and then, after seeing a demonstration on work ethic and workplace skills, begin to
provide employees with opportunities for advancement.
“Apprenticeships are an investment — it takes time and resources to support the program.
It is an investment in the future of an individual and in the future of our industry. We
commit to the apprentice for four years, even if it is slow. We want to ensure that they have
a good work ethic and are committed; which is why people work for us a year before we
consider funding an apprenticeship. It is quite an investment by all involved.” (Employer
respondent)
Our interviews reveal some existing best practices of this approach to employee development. The
Ralmax Group of Companies has a system of employee development that includes an entry-level
position in Ellice Recycle. Ellice Recycle functions as the entry point into career opportunities available
within the Ralmax Group of Companies. After a year or so, Ralmax considers investing in an employee
to become an apprentice in a skilled trade. An entry-level position is an opportunity to demonstrate a
positive attitude and work ethic, followed by training and advancement opportunities within the
company.
“We take our labourers in at a base rate for 300 hours. At the end, we do a review with a
foreman/supervisor and worker. If we don’t feel it’s good for the worker or us, we tell them
what they need to work on and try it for another month. If they show all signs of being able
to carry on and get their ticket, then we sign them up to become an apprentice. They take
school and work, and their wage bumps up each time they go to school. Our supers and
foremen are people we’ve brought up in our company. There is always room for
advancement and career change.” (Employer respondent)
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“The restaurant industry has been able to break down the work and making it focused for
training for youth for specific roles. There’s a clear progression where if you show you can
do the work in one category, you can go to the next step.” (Employer respondent)
We also asked employer respondents about their existing partnerships with agencies to support
training needs and their degree of interest in partnering with social enterprise partners. From our
interviews, the majority of employer respondents reported a moderate to high degree of existing
partnerships for training needs. However, several respondents went on to describe the current
approach to finding and training qualified staff as fragmented, and expressed a need for better
coordination among partners. We asked employers about where they see opportunity to work with
employment social enterprises to support training needs; we found that the employers we interviewed
are interested in partnering with social enterprises focused on pre-employment readiness, in particular
workplace and essential life skills, to offset some of their concerns about investing in new employees.
“[We need to] get the employers, employment agencies, placement agencies, to recognize
the work people are doing, talk about the challenges and the strengths that are happening,
find out where you can collaborate.” (Employer respondent)
“In an ideal world, having all the training done and a stash of people available from one
place would be great. Right now we send staff to different agencies because each has a
special training ability.” (Employer respondent)
“If there was one place for us to go, that would be ideal.” (Employer respondent)

Involve Partners in Planning for the Future
Several of the industries and sectors interviewed, in particular those focused on the trades, are heavily
unionized. In a contracting economy, unions are focused on keeping current members employed,
resulting in fewer opportunities for new employees. However, industries with high union density are
experiencing an aging workforce and in many sectors, there is a long lead time to develop new
employees (many apprenticeships can take up to four years to complete). According to our
respondents, it is important to engage all parties in a conversation about how to provide opportunities
and training for youth in the present in order to address future labour needs.
Throughout Canada and the US, there are examples of innovative partnerships between unions and
community-based organizations to support the development of new industries or types of employment.
The American Blue-Green Alliance for example is a partnership between 14 large national unions and
environmental organizations focused on training and the development of new green economy jobs for
tradespeople in resource extraction sectors. These partnership approaches need to be explored for
their applicability to the employment social enterprise sector and to involve local unions in local
initiatives.
‘The real barriers are at the front end. Post-secondary doesn’t provide hands-on skills and
you cannot progress to the next level until there is a certain amount of work experience. If
there is no employment, you can’t get the work experience to progress. Once employed, the
opportunities for advancement are excellent due to the older workforce… The trick is to
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get them in to be mentored before the workforce ages out.” (Industry association/
training program)

Commitment to Community: A Place-based Employment Approach
Many employers and sector associations spoke to the impact of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and
resource development on the supply of local workforce. They considered an investment in a workforce
committed to the region as one they are willing to make were they confident that employees would
remain in the region for work. What emerges from the interviews is the desire for a place-based
approach targeting workers that are less likely to move: vulnerable youth, people with disabilities,
women with children, and especially First Nations youth.
“Take care of what’s in your backyard first — minimize your turnover and create longterm employment.” (Employer respondent)
“We are seeking out to find people we haven’t looked at before — people with barriers,
disabilities, making it gender-neutral across the board.” (Employer respondent)
The Capital Region is home to nine First Nations. Across many of our interviews and focus group, there
was a strong interest in exploring initiatives focused on employing aboriginal youth. The T’Souke First
Nation is engaged in a number of economic development activities, including aquaculture and
greenhouse development for sale and community food security. These initiatives seek to build the
Band’s economic strength as well as create new employment opportunities. Seaspan, Ralmax and
Greater Victoria Harbour Authority have training and employment partnerships with the Songhees and
Esquimalt First Nations that focus on employment and could be expanded upon.
Employers interviewed valued the potential for economic development partnerships with First Nations,
as well as the opportunity to engage a youthful, growing and stable workforce. Strategic partnerships
with First Nations are a way to counter outward migration and retain a local workforce.
“Aboriginal youth are of interest because that is where the youth are and they tend to be
geographically anchored.” (Industry Association respondent)
First Nations, community services and locally owned businesses tend to be deeply committed to their
communities. One comment from a training program that sees the competitiveness of job searching
discouraging for many of the students was that they have found most success in placing students with
small and locally owned business because “the owners value community and value people, and their
personal values are evident in their openness to hire our students.”
Cultural safety was also an important theme that arose through our interviews and focus group.
Employers and employment developers both commented on the need for flexibility and allowances for
culturally specific scenarios such as time off for family, ceremony and community commitments.
Attentiveness to cultural practices and values is important in making the workplace culturally safe. The
employment developers in our focus group identified that this can be a challenge for youth in accessing
mainstream employment.
“We try to make it a safe place for our employees to work… we teach our managers to
understand cultural differences and work with various cultural responsibilities. We send
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our supervisors to a Royal Roads course specific to Salish Sea culture.” (Employer
respondent)

Awareness of Social Enterprise Approach
Through our employer interviews and employment development focus group we sought to understand
common interests and gauge the appetite to work across sectors to develop a local initiative to address
youth unemployment. Most employer and employment developer respondents expressed a low level of
awareness of social enterprise as an approach to employment development, but expressed interest in
opportunities to learn more about the approach as a potential solution to gaps in workplace and
essential skills, targeted at vulnerable youth. The relatively low level of knowledge is unsurprising
given that BC’s Capital Region is home to a relatively small and still developing social enterprise sector.

Box 3

Social Enterprises Operating on Southern Vancouver Island

A 2014 report commissioned by Vancity Credit Union noted that in light of the high number of non-profit organizations
operating in the region, there are relatively few social enterprises (Mader, 2014). Few of the existing social enterprises in the
region have a mandate to employ vulnerable populations and only one, currently still in start-up, has a mandate to create
employment for vulnerable youth. A 2014 scan of social enterprises11 conducted on behalf of the Centre for Community-Based
and Co-operative Economy at the University of Victoria identified 46 social enterprises operating on southern Vancouver
Island. These social enterprises operated across a number of sectors, from food production, processing and service; arts,
culture and heritage; property management; health care; retail, home services, education and event management. Of the
46 identified enterprises, three have at least a partial mandate for employment development. One creates casual employment
for immigrant women through a catering co-operative, one operates as an ongoing retail outlet that employs vulnerable
women, and one is currently very much in the start-up phase but when operational, will provide employment for young people
in a food service operation.

11

Unpublished. NB: focused only on social enterprises legally operating as a stand-alone non-profit, cooperative, Community Contribution Company or as part of a non-profit organization.
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Discussion and Recommendations
How can a social enterprise approach help meet needs and opportunities
identified in the Capital Region?
Our interviews and focus group findings demonstrate a number of clear needs and issues in the Capital
Region, along with some clear pathways forward. While the employers we interviewed indicated a
willingness to hire young people into entry-level positions, we find that most are interested in
employees with previous work experience who can demonstrate the type of workplace skills (e.g.,
customer relations, decision-making) that are best gained through workplace experience — again
leaving youth in a “Catch 22” situation. This is heightened in a tight labour market where it is even
more difficult for youth without previous work experience to access even entry-level opportunities. All
of this points to the need for local employment development that focuses on the acquisition of soft skills
and real work experience.
Employers and employment developers reinforce the notion that employers often provide on the job
training for job-specific skills, but that additional support and coordination is needed to support youth,
particularly those facing barriers to employment, in developing the range of other skills needed to
succeed in employment. Workplace, life, and essential skills are all currently provided through a
relative patchwork of community services resulting in potential employees facing longer stabilization
periods or unable to access supports. Respondents also indicated that easier access to a limited number
of relatively transferable credentials and certifications would benefit young job seekers.
We also heard from employers a strong desire to be able to access new applicants from a pool of “prescreened” or “pre-trained” employees. For employers this was driven primarily by the high cost of
investment in employee training, coupled with concern about losing trained employees to out-ofprovince employment opportunities. Employment developers also expressed interest in a more
coordinated approach to training and entry level employment opportunities for young people; for
them, this is primarily driven by a sense of frustration with the current patchwork approach.
The desire for a common approach to training and skills development for new applicants led both
employers and employment developers to express willingness to develop more local partnerships
between employers, employment developers, training institutions, and labour unions. Respondents
also indicated a willingness to address the work experience gap by developing partnerships between
training and educational programs, community-based organizations, and employers to create better
pathways to employment for young people.
Many respondents suggested that they would be interested in participating in a network of “friendly”
employers. For employment developers and employment social enterprises, a network reduces their
need to build one-on-one relationships with a wide variety of employers. For employers and industry
associations, a network means employers could benefit from each other’s efforts to build workplace
skills if employees decide to move into another sector. Employees would benefit from a network by
reducing their need to go back into a competitive job pool.
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In spite of some reticence to invest in the training of new entrants, we also heard a desire to access to
new employee populations that, at previous times, may have been overlooked in the labour market.
This is being driven by a concern about the outward migration of skilled young people, coupled with a
strong connection to place and community among many local employers and is an undoubtedly positive
expression of support for a new approach. This also lends itself to a larger role for social enterprises in
the development of new labour pools, as social enterprise is ideally suited to work with populations
facing barriers to employment.
From the interviews, we posit that any initiative needs to:


Involve employers, sector associations, First Nations, unions, training institutions, public school
system, employment developers, and community organizations;



Focus on partnerships and draw upon existing community assets;



Move quickly from “talk” to “do.” This is a strong sentiment among service providers who express a
sense of urgency in addressing the issue and among employers who are interested in actionable
initiatives;



Focus on filling the related gaps in work experience, building workplace, life and essential skills;



Support youth to succeed at entry-level positions in order to move into opportunities for career
advancement;



Provide access to sectors that offer wages that afford the cost of living in the Capital Region;



Keep an eye to the most vulnerable youth in our region, whose unemployment can lead to lifelong
poverty; and



Integrate strategies to address the needs of PINE and NEET youth.

Recommendations for the Region
Among our interview and focus group respondents, awareness of social enterprise was relatively low.
Interestingly, even among those respondents who express a high degree of awareness of the concept of
social enterprise, few indicated much awareness of social enterprises operating in the Capital Region.
In spite of this, the interviews and focus group point to a number of needs and opportunities that
directly align with several of the key strengths of social enterprise. Specifically, they point to the fact
that social enterprises effectively deliver, in an integrated and comprehensive setting, many of the best
practices in employment support and skills development that people facing barriers to employment
require. The result is a number of synergies and outcomes that are simply not present when these same
supports are delivered in isolation from each other. Social enterprise effectively combines: the
integration of job-specific, workplace and essential skills with the development of real work
experience; the provision of wrap-around supports that critically help stabilize the lives of vulnerable
new employees and contribute to employment success; and the opportunity for people facing barriers
to employment gain much needed work experience that enables them to advance into future
opportunities.
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Respondents identified pressing gaps among youth in the following areas: previous work experience;
existing training or credentials; and workplace, life, and essential skills. The social enterprise model can
play a role in addressing many of these barriers. The four case studies outline an approach that
integrates “real work for real pay” to build work experience and workplace skills, combined with the
use of wrap-around supports to address skills development needs and life instability. The model
integrates the supports within the job site, enabling support staff to observe how youth are working
and address issues on the spot. The social enterprise model is an effective approach for youth facing
multiple barriers to employment, and the reported success rates among case study respondents for
further education, training and employment range from 50 to 85 per cent. This is in contrast this with
recent EPBC statistics that indicate a 40 per cent success rate for that program (Employment Program
of BC, 2014).
Within the Capital Region, a social enterprise model or network could position itself within a sector or
across several sectors to meet the training and skills development needs identified by respondents,
while also providing young people real work experience. From our research to date we suggest that a
successful employment development system for young people (and people facing barriers to
employment) relies on a series of connected entry points and networks with social enterprises acting
as a central organizing hub.12 In this model:


Social enterprises are engaged to provide paid work experience, skills development and wraparound supports for youth facing barriers to employment in preparation for employment with
partner employers. These are networked social enterprises that work together and are clustered in
sectors with a strong focus on transferable skills and opportunity to ladder into high demand
profession in the region. This model could allow youth to rotate through a variety of different entrylevel roles in different sectors to build a responsive workforce for employers and provide young
people with the opportunity to learn about sectors and career options. Social enterprises act as
entry points into a network of supportive employers that can test, invest and advance committed
youth into careers.



A social enterprise network coordinator or labour market intermediary works to coordinate
partners, including employment developers, existing community-based organizations, training and
education institutions, labour market researchers and employers to streamline processes, address
gaps and ensure that training meets the needs of employers and employees.



A network of “friendly” employers is cultivated and engaged. The network shares best practices,
receives network-trained youth as employees who are ready and committed to work, and is able to
refer employment opportunities to partner employers (thereby expanding the number of career
development options available to youth participants).

Recommendations for Future Research
In addition to the recommendations above, we also provide a number of recommendations for future
research and capacity building around the employment social enterprise model. We find that, in spite of
the growing interest in the employment social enterprise model and the highly impressive success
12

A table of different social enterprise approaches and network models is included in the appendices.
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rates among social enterprises focused on creating employment opportunities, there are very few
comprehensive or long-term studies tracking the outcomes of this approach. Anecdotally, and from a
growing collection of program level evaluations, social enterprises are having significant success in
creating opportunity for those who have traditionally been considered furthest from the labour market
— however, more information is needed about this approach.
Additionally, most transitional jobs program research has focused on programs rather than
enterprises; while the two are similar in some regards, there are unique factors and potential that need
to be recognized in the research. Further capacity building is needed in the sector and among policymakers to document, understand and clearly articulate the differences in social enterprise models, and
between employment social enterprises and other similar seeming employment programming (e.g.,
transitional or community jobs programs, work placements), and among social enterprise approaches
themselves (e.g., transitional vs. permanent employment social enterprises).
A comprehensive research program is needed to test the effectiveness of social enterprise in achieving
employment outcomes, skills development, and job retention outcomes for youth facing multiple
barriers to employment. This should focus on comparing the social enterprise model against a control
group of existing EPBC clients accessing currently available programming to better understand the
potential outcome gains and costs against current programs. Such a project should identify social
enterprises operating in a variety of business sectors and different geographic (e.g., urban, rural,
northern) contexts, and should focus on well-established enterprises rather than start-ups.
More information is needed about the type and intensity of wrap-around supports that have a critical
impact on improving outcomes for youth. In this way, we can begin to learn more about what supports
are the most important to provide, and if there is any common meaning to the idea of “meeting youth
where they are at.” Lastly, information is also required as to how employment social enterprises build
and maintain successful networks with mainstream employers to create ongoing opportunities for
exiting employees. Thus, research to map networks and best practices is needed.
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Conclusion
This paper identifies several different social enterprise approaches, partnership models and best
practices in creating employment opportunities for young people. It finds that transitional employment
social enterprises are most prevalent and most appropriate in working with young people. Transitional
employment social enterprises are most effective when strong partnerships with mainstream
employers and existing labour market programs are in place.
There is a strong expressed interest and willingness among interview and focus group respondents to
build the partnerships needed to create a successful and intentional employment initiative for NEET or
PINE youth. We have argued that, for such an initiative be most effective, both “entry points” and strong
“networks” are needed. Employment social enterprises can play an important role in providing entry
points into the labour market, but these must be complemented by equally strong employer networks
that create the pathways for young people to mainstream employment and good, career-focused jobs.
Capital Region employers indicate a willingness to provide job-specific training and are primarily
concerned with lack of workplace skills among youth. Employers also look for some real work
experience even for entry-level positions. It is in this space where there is a niche for social enterprises
— in providing initial work experience and workplace and essential life skills training to ready youth
for entry level work with mainstream employers.
Such an approach has the potential to create employment for people who have often been excluded
from the mainstream labour market. It appears to have particular resonance in a context where many
employers have reported frustration with losing employees to lucrative employment opportunities
elsewhere. A place-based approach that targets potential employees with strong connections to the
region and a desire for employment could create new opportunities for youth facing barriers to
employment while filling a labour market need for employees committed to the region.
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Appendices: Full Case Studies
Keeners Car Wash
Andrew Bryson; General Manager
Keeners Car Wash is a mobile car cleaning business designed to employ youth, generate funding for
Directions Youth Services Centre and provide transitional employment for Street Youth Job Action
(SYJA) alumni. It started after Directions Youth Services Centre recognized a gap between the skills of
the youth exiting the SYJA program and next-step employment. The founders wanted to create a social
enterprise that would combine real-world work experience with other skills such as customer service,
sales skills, time management, money management and self-confidence.

Enterprise Model
After an initial exploration of several social enterprise possibilities, a mobile car wash was identified as
a unique service to the Vancouver market and an easy model to launch, replicate and expand. In
July 2012, Keeners Car Wash was founded to offer environmentally-friendly car cleaning to business
fleets and corporate employees. The car wash cleans several fleets, including MODO car co-op and the
City of Vancouver vehicles. It also targets corporations with self-managed parking areas, taking
bookings from corporate staff to clean the interior and exterior of their vehicle while at work. The
service uses very little to no water, offering an environmental as well as social benefit.
As a program of the non-profit Family Services Centre, it was anticipated that Keeners would need to
cover its own costs through revenues as well as generate funding to help support some of the Centre’s
other programs. Labour currently accounts for approximately 60 per cent of costs of goods sold, with
the remaining 40 per cent coming from gasoline, fees and supplies; by the end of 2013 all of these costs
were covered by business-generated revenue. Overhead expenses (such as administrative salaries,
marketing, equipment, training support and office-related cost), meanwhile, are funded through
donations, Vancity Credit Union and The Co-Operators. Keeners receives no government funding.
While Keeners is able to cover its variable costs, it is still needs some level of external support to cover
its overhead. As pointed out by a Keeners representative, even this dual revenue approach can be
challenging: “The pot of funding gets smaller and smaller every year as the social enterprise sector
grows… Labour heavy businesses are great for hiring people but tend to have low margins and are
expensive to operate. An employment based social enterprise designed to make money and provide
employment has been very difficult to maintain on our own.”
In hindsight, the revenue projections included in Keeners’ original business plan were too optimistic
and the enterprise has shifted towards achieving breakeven on a longer timeline. It is worth noting,
though, that although growth has not been as fast as anticipated, business has doubled each year.

Social Impact
Keeners is operated by a General Manager and one team supervisor who oversees on-site quality
control and employee training. Two to eight youth employees wash cars at any given time; they are
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hired as hourly employees with no end date to their employment contract. Work hours depend on the
amount of work available, summer being the peak season. Most employees turnover after three to
four months work experience at Keeners.
Eighty per cent of youth employees are young men, ages 19–25, with an interest in cars and the auto
industry. A driving license and criminal record check is required to work at Keeners; these
requirements narrow down the employee pool to those who have the ability and means to get a license.
Approximately 50 per cent of the employees are international students on limited visas and looking for
flexible, part-time work; all employees are struggling to enter the labour market and have little job
experience or are recent high school graduates.
The business’s experience to date shows that many of the youth that work for it start out with a lack of
crucial workplace and life skills, such as being on time, managing money, working professionally with
customers and performing to expected work standards. According to a representative of the enterprise,
“These are skills that are best learned on the job and the lack of these skills can be a major impediment
to get into other jobs. We need a focus on less training and more work experience.”
Keeners observed that many workplaces are reluctant to employ youth due to lack of work experience
and high turnover rates which can impact business stability and be costly. As one Keener’s manager put
it, “This is an age-old issue. You need experience to be a dishwasher but can’t be a dishwasher until you
get the experience. This job is the ‘dishwasher’ of the auto sector.”
Keeners addresses the work experience gap by providing a low-barrier work place with low skills
requirement and a flexible work environment to assist youth to adjust to work expectations. The job
skills required can be taught within a couple of hours; these basic skills are then combined with related
work experience to provide access into other automotive-related work, such as detailing, auto body
work, specialized cleaning and auto customizing. The youth employees also gain skills in dealing with
customers, working as part of a team and independently, developing a strong work ethic, achieving
work expectations; all important ingredients to a successful working life.
In 2013, Keeners employed 15 youth. Of these 15 youth, four are still employees and nine obtained
better paying jobs with more hours or have gone back to school. The remaining two individuals were
not work ready and thus have transitioned to programs that can respond to their needs.
Although the enterprise is off to a slower start than it had originally planned on, Keeners is proud of the
social contribution that it has made to date: “In our books, this is fantastic! Success is helping people to
move into better roles. I don’t think any of my youth should be washing cars for more than six to nine
months and if we can help them get into a better and more stable role elsewhere, that’s success for us.”
By 2017, Keeners Car Wash’s goal is to have seven vehicles on the road with 20–30 youth employed in
any given month. Keener’s long-term vision is to create a model that is replicable elsewhere for other
non-profits to use.

Key Takeaways


Business needs and employee “fit” are important to determine. Keeners originally wanted to
employ youth in existing Street Youth Job Action programs; however, the requirement of a driver’s
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license can exclude many of these youth. As a result, the youth employed are a different cohort than
originally identified.


Related costs need to be planned and accounted for to gain a realistic projection for the business
mandate. Keeners found it difficult to generate enough profit in the short-term to fund related nonprofit programming.



Starting a social enterprise with low start-up capital costs and scalability is advantageous to test the
market, learn from early experiences and adjust the model to take advantage of where
opportunities are greatest. Keeners originally looked at corporate car washing but has discovered
that focusing on car fleets is more lucrative.



Every sector has an entry point. Car washing is a low barrier entry point to the auto sector.

LOFT Youth Centre for Social Enterprise and Innovation
Lynn Daly; Executive Director
The LOFT Youth Centre for Social Enterprise and Innovation (YCSEI) was started in 1999 by the
Christie Ossington Community Centre to address rivalry between gang-involved youth around the
downtown Toronto neighbourhood served by the centre. Its mission has since expanded to provide
opportunities for marginalized community youth (16 to 29 years) including, newcomer and immigrant
youth, out-school youth, street-involved youth and youth involved in the justice system, to develop
skills integral to employment and education success while supporting their development as community
citizens.13
Its first enterprise, Under the Radar Graphic Arts Studio, worked with local graffiti artists to build a
marketplace for their murals. Since then, LOFT has expanded to support three active social enterprises
that focus on providing training and paid employment to youth ages 16–29: LOFT Kitchen, LOFT Music,
and Under the Radar. At any given time, 12 to 20 youth are employed by LOFT social enterprises with
numbers anticipated to increase as the hiring capacity of these enterprises expands.
In addition to gaining valuable work experience, youth who participate in LOFT enterprises benefit
from gaining access to the suite of other programs provided by the Christie Ossington Neighbourhood
Centre. The Centre offers a variety of programs that help people build strong relationships and
community and span different life stages. By linking up to these other programs, youth have access to a
resilient network of friends, family reunification, and emotional stability while also discovering the
pleasure of work. These youth are also exposed to monthly “Youth Entrepreneur of the month” events
where they have an opportunity to meet and learn from other youth who are starting their own
businesses.

The LOFT Kitchen Enterprise Model
LOFT Kitchen is a café, food shop and catering service located on Bloor Street in downtown Toronto. Its
first customer was the Christie Ossington Neighborhood Centre itself, providing nutritious meals to
13

Mission statement taken from http://www.conccommunity.org/index.php/loft/mission/.
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residents of their 66-bed shelter and drop in. The enterprise has grown to offer catering services to
other non-profit organizations and businesses around the city.
The purpose of LOFT Kitchen is to train youth in food preparation, catering, food product development,
and hospitality and customer service skills. The youth who are employed by the LOFT face barriers to
employment that can include: dropping out of previous education, struggles with anger issues, a lack of
family support, unhealthy relationship patterns, high levels of conflict in their lives, experience with the
justice system, experience of racism in the hiring process, mental health issues and addictions.
There are only two barriers that will prevent youth from working at LOFT Kitchen: a lack of space in
the program and an individual’s lack of interest in the food services sector (youth must express a
willingness to engage and be involved in the food services training process).
The LOFT Kitchen program also encourages youth to connect to the Hospitality and Culinary Arts
program offered by George Brown College. Hours worked at LOFT Kitchen can be used to meet the
program requirements.
Youth who work at the LOFT Kitchen are paid $15 per hour through the Ontario Government’s Youth
Employment Fund. LOFT Kitchen also provides services that include housing, counseling, and access to
the food from LOFT Kitchen for the youth while they are involved and after the program as needed.
LOFT Kitchen revenues cover materials and food products as well as the mandatory employmentrelated costs. The work is flexible, and part-time as well as nights and weekend shifts are available.

Social Impact
LOFT Kitchen combines relevant and job-desirable skills with wrap-around supports to help youth find
and maintain career-related employment. In addition to skills training and work experience, LOFT
Kitchen exposes youth to the possibilities that a career in the food services sector could bring. They try
out different roles in the food enterprise so they can gain broad skills and new experiences within the
operation. Youth visit different restaurants and meet local chefs. They learn about how kitchens
operate, using modern technology and become exposed to a potential life by observing the lives that
service providers and customers in the industry are involved in.
According to a LOFT representative, “At the beginning, youth can be intimidated by school and the
George Brown Culinary arts program but after five or six visits, they can see themselves there. They
have sat on classes and met the chefs and teachers, visited high end kitchens and they are being offered
jobs by chefs who want and need their skills. They can see the path forward.”
In addition to food service skills and work experience, the enterprise combines role modeling,
workshops and team meetings to build life skills such as communication, decision-making, wisdom at
work, working in a team, leadership, co-worker relations and reliability. These life skills are significant
in moving people up the income ladder.
The program also involves less tangible benefits. For example, twice a day, the youth help feed
individuals from the shelter and can see difference their service and access to good food is making in
the residents lives. This process of helping others builds a sense of self and purpose.
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The goal of LOFT Kitchen is that youth leave with increased sense of purpose in their lives, excited
about prospect of making a living and doing work that makes them happy. LOFT enjoys an 85 per cent
success rate that includes youth returning to school, employment with a mainstream employer or
starting a new business. This success rate is buoyed by the LOFT’s private sector partnerships and
through connecting youth to supportive private sector employers. It also maintains a network of alumni
that share their story, success and networks with youth currently employed at LOFT Kitchen.

Key Takeaways


Successful employment outcomes are enhanced by supporting the whole person, including building
social networks, self-confidence, awakening a sense of life purpose, and soft skills such as
communication, teamwork and conflict resolution.



Demonstrate what a career can offer to an individual’s life in terms of future work opportunities,
lifestyle and social connections. The Loft Kitchen’s tours of workplaces and connecting to people
who work in the field help to paint a picture of what the future can look like.



Social enterprises conduct multi-layered training and support to youth that should be recognized
and compensated similar to training and educational programs currently funded by government
programs.



Social Enterprises add value to the social and human development investments of governments by
meeting a triple bottom line that creates prosperity by serving people and the planet well.

Train for Trades: A Social Enterprise Operating Out of Choices for Youth
Rosalind Curran; General Coordinator
In 2008, Choices for Youth purchased an old warehouse in downtown St. John’s, Newfoundland and
Labrador. The plan was to convert it to affordable housing for 14 youth. Once a contractor was hired,
youth also worked on the demolition and renovation of the building. This proved to be a successful
model in adding value to the community though new supportive housing and providing employment
opportunities. Train for Trades (TFT) was born.

Enterprise Model
Train for Trades has been in operation now for six years, conducting energy retrofits on social housing
units. This includes the demolition of existing walls in basement apartments followed by insulating,
framing, plastering and gyprock. An additional revenue stream is the modernization and improvement
of housing stock through upgrading the interior and exterior of multi-family units.
Train for Trades benefits from a partnership between Choices for Youth, Train for Trades, Carpenters
Willwright College, the Newfoundland Labrador Housing Corporation and CUPE. For the energy
retrofits, the Housing Corporation pays TFT to work on basement apartments and provides materials
and support in return for lower costs. For modernization and improvement work, TFT is treated as any
other contractor and is required to bid on jobs. TFT received a Certificate of Recognition (COR) in order
to get government construction contracts. During down times in construction, TFT takes on projects for
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non-profit organizations to keep youth engaged. This is an opportunity for the youth to give back to
community through projects such as building a horse barn for a group home, community centre
renovations, and supporting Habitat for Humanity projects.
The construction industry is growing and there are new markets that TFT can expand into, including
conducting energy efficiency upgrades for lower-income households. The average contractor will not
service this market, however the reduced need for profit margins and overhead means that TFT can
target markets that for-profit companies find unprofitable.
TFT’s overall training program is 44 weeks; the first two weeks are spent at Carpenters Millwright
College — the local college and TFT’s training partner. Carpenters Millwright provides the initial
training at cost and does follow-up training as needed. The topics covered include first aid/CPR,
WHIMIS certification, confined space, fall protection, back injury prevention, Ram-Set training, fire
extinguisher use, asbestos abatement and fit test, insulation theory, and tools handling. Many of the
youth have never touched a tool before and have not completed high school. They are often intimidated
by going to the college but as a partner, Carpenter Millwright is very welcoming and adjusts their
training format to meet the learning needs of the youth.
Once the training is completed, the youth begin 42 weeks of paid work experience at $11/hour. They
work Monday through Friday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM. It is a real job with real pay.
At the completion of 44 weeks with Train for Trades, the youth are Employment Insurance eligible, and
they can either access EI supports for training and transition, or TFT will draw upon their relationships
with private sector employers to transition them into new work.
On the job site, the youth who are employed by TFT are supported by a number of staff: program
coordinator, two youth support coordinators, four youth support workers, a site manager and
administrative support. The youth support coordinators provide the life supports needed so the youth
can come to work: court appointments, doctor appointments, connecting to counseling, housing
stabilization, addictions and recovery support, legal aid, dealing with anger issues, mental and physical
health challenges. The youth support workers, meanwhile, work alongside the youth at the job sites
providing ongoing supervision and day-to-day encouragement and role modeling.
TFT has grown so quickly since its inception that everyone is taking a breath before expanding again.
The current goal is to put more people through the program and expand their work experience through
other opportunities.

Social Impact
Choices for Youth is “dedicated to supporting growth and restoring hope in the lives of at-risk youth.”14
As a youth-serving organization, staff observed that their youth clients did not fit the criteria of
traditional employment programming: their literacy was low and they experience multiple barriers
that other employment programs didn’t want to deal with. TFT was founded to address this gap.

14

Taken from Choices for Youth website: www.choicesforyouth.ca
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TFT employs youth aged 18–25. Of the youth they employ, 70–95 per cent are young men who exhibit
numerous barriers to employment:


85 per cent haven’t finished high school;



75 per cent have experienced addictions;



85 per cent have had involvement with the criminal justice system;



Many experience issues such as: homelessness, family breakdown and poverty, and disabilities,
including: fetal alcohol spectrum disorder, schizophrenia and autism.

Unlike conventional trade programs, the TFT program combines training, employment and support to
youth who participate in it. TFT sees the integrated support as critical to their success in employing the
youth. Not only do they model and teach basic job skills such as coming to work on time and
demonstrating a good work ethic, the support team also deals with issues that mainstream employers
are typically not prepared to address and can result in job loss. As one youth work put it, “We tell the
youth, we have heard it all before, we don’t care what you have done, we will support you.” Perhaps not
surprisingly, the relationship the staff build with the youth is a significant stabilizing factor in the lives
of these youth.
As a result of TFT’s integrated approach, the youth who participate in the program develop many nontrade related skills to increase their employment success and ability to transition into mainstream
employment. Two days each week, a teacher assists youth to achieve their General Education
Development certificate. Since its onset, 17 youth have completed their GED certificate. In addition, the
youth receive extra math and language tutoring and instruction on how to read, understand and fill out
documents- all essential literacy skills in obtaining and maintaining employment.
Other critical workplace skills include respectful behavior on job sites, dealing with worksite conflict
and unpredictable situations (such as aggressive dogs), time management, passport applications, credit
counseling and money management; every youth requires a bank account and TFT will work with
banks and youth to help set this up.
By the end of their time with TFT, the youth are skilled labourers with a solid work ethic. The next
employer doesn’t have to invest in the training; they are already trained with a strong culture of safety
and have work experience in a certified COR company. This work experience with an emphasis on
safety is valuable to employers.
Most of the youth leave TFT and are hired on with roofing companies, demolition, are hired as general
labourers with larger construction companies or are pursuing post-secondary education. Of the youth
who participated in the 2013 program, 75 per cent are employed or in post-secondary education.
In terms of broader economic impacts, 90 per cent of the youth are on income support when they first
join the program. Once they are accepted into TFT, they remain on income support for the first 30 days
and for the first six months, they maintain their pharmaceutical and extended medical benefits. By the
end of the year, all of the youth have come off of income support altogether.
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Key Takeaways


Community partnerships or the use of social enterprise to meet public need creates a strong market
and a “win–win” situation. TFT is contracted by the Newfoundland Labrador housing corporation to
do retrofits in their social housing basement suites. Funds that need to be spent anyways on public
services are having greater impact by providing employment for youth at risk.



The more barriers to employment, the more significant and time intensive supports are required.
TFT staff are on call 24/7.



Train for Trades focuses on workplace skills, certifications, and safety, which is a benefit to the
youth when finding other work. COR company certification is also a competitive advantage for
obtaining contracts as well as assisting the youth to find mainstream employment.



A strong network of “friendly” employers is a key aspect to achieving successful employment
outcomes. There will always be youth who need a friendly employer.

Youth Unlimited and Mission Possible
Jordan Berner; Work Life Project Coordinator, Youth Unlimited
Matt Smedley; Manager of Enterprises, Mission Possible
Mission Possible Maintenance (MPM) is a social enterprise that has been operating in Vancouver’s
Downtown Eastside since 2009. In 2012, a key staff member from MPM moved over to Youth
Unlimited, a youth-focused non-profit that operates throughout the Greater Vancouver area. When he
got there he noted the lack of job opportunities for youth aged 16–25 in East Vancouver, and decided to
take Mission Possible’s successful model of working with people coming out of long-term
unemployment and adapt it to meet the needs of street entrenched youth. With financial support from
World Vision Canada, Youth Unlimited and MPM launched a new partnership, called Work Life, to
combine training and property maintenance work experience opportunities for youth.

Enterprise Model
One unique aspect of this approach is the three-way partnership:


Youth Unlimited is the initial contact point for youth and provides employment supports and life
skills training;



MPM employs youth on six-month contracts in property maintenance;



World Vision Canada provides a wage subsidy for 10 youth at a time, and funding for Youth
Unlimited staff to do assessments, goal-setting, supports, mentorship, capacity building and a
10-hour soft skills workshop series.

Most youth access the Work Life program through Youth Unlimited’s outreach services and referrals
from other organizations, including WorkBC. Many of the youth are looking for work but are not being
hired by private sector employers. The youth are between the ages of 16–25, two-thirds male and
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represent a diverse Canadian-born demographic. Many youth have not yet completed high school or
their GED, and a significant number are currently in or have been involved in foster care system.
Youth Unlimited conducts an informational interview and application form, and matches each youth to
a case manager. The youth then attend the ten-hour life skills workshop series. Once completed, the
case manager simulates a job interview with youth to provide them with job interview experience and
determine their “fit” for MPM. Employees at MPM need to have the physical ability and stamina to do
manual labour. People are also required to have six months of “clean time,” which is maintained
through drug testing prior to hiring and periodically throughout the employment term. Mission
Possible wants to ensure that people are working safely and can perform the work they are doing. If
these basic requirements are met, MPM conducts a second interview and, providing there is space in
the business, will hire and complete orientation and job skills training.
Employees are employed for 16 hours/week. They start with a gradual entry and are offered additional
hours if people are willing to work with them. Since the business needs to respond to fluctuations in
market demand, it cannot guarantee full-time employment. Accordingly, MPM views their employment
opportunity as a stepping stone to something better.
The work experience with MPM spans a variety of property management services: pressure washing,
window washing, graffiti removal, exterior painting, landscaping, gutter cleaning, and site clean-up. The
other essential skills are coined “job development skills.” These include understanding of what an
employer is looking for, knowing how to ask for and fulfill expectations, how to be engaging with a
supervisor, customer interaction, interfacing with the public and how to make the most out of various
employment opportunities.
Employees receive a monthly assessment from their supervisors on how their skills — this includes an
assessment of job-specific and workplace (soft skills) — are progressing. Employees are scheduled for
a 30-minute session each month for job coaching and mentoring. Employees are provided with a threeand six-month performance review to provide in-depth feedback on their employment performance.
This coaching focuses on goal-setting and life skills beyond employment; housing, finances, education,
personal satisfaction and mental health are just some of the topics regularly covered. The mentoring is
designed to build personal confidence and increase life stability. At the end of six months, there is a
follow-up and again as the youth transition away from MPM. Youth Unlimited continues to maintain
relationships with former youth participants for up to a year after leaving the Work Life Project. The
focus is to use the employment experience with MPM to move to another employment opportunity.

Social Impact
Youth Unlimited views its partnership with MPM as addressing several significant youth gaps in the
labour market. The first gap is an underlying assumption that people who have been out of work for a
length of time are somehow unemployable or don’t want to work. The experience of MPM to date
demonstrates that these are false assumptions. In fact, it estimates that 75 per cent of its employees
receive income assistance and that 95 per cent of those individuals want to leave assistance. Looking
specifically at youth, a recent survey of youth by Youth Unlimited found that 100 per cent of the survey
respondents said they wanted to work. By providing applicable job training and work experience, the
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Work Life program is actively working to get youth who have been out of work for some time back into
the job market.
The second major employment barrier addressed by the Work Life program is job retention skills. For
many of the youth, regular work represents a significant life shift. Many are moving from having never
worked a job before and living several years as street involved with little stability or structure. Youth
Unlimited and MPM address this gap by providing an opportunity to work and a supportive
environment that takes into consideration the whole person and their circumstance. Central tenets to
this approach are empathy and learning through experience, as Matt Smedley of MPM puts it, “We are
aware of the challenges people face and our supervisors make it a safe place to work so people can share
challenges they are facing that may affect their employment and they can work through it so in the next
job they know the appropriate way to respond.”
The Work Life approach has had a lasting impact on many of the youth who participated in the
program. Since its 2012 launch, the program has:


Employed 32 youth;



20 youth (63 per cent of participants) completed the six-month program;



100 per cent of youth exhibit new practical job skills such as pressure washing, graffiti removal and
landscaping, and soft skills (job retention skills) in professionalism, teamwork and workmanship;



Six individuals transitioned to school (38 per cent); and



Ten transitioned to employment (62 per cent).

Looking forward, it seems as though the Work Life youth employment partnership has great potential
to keep expanding. Vancouver has a number of larger property maintenance companies, and there is
increasing need for property maintenance with the growing numbers of mid- and high-rise buildings.
As well, in the shift towards densification, detached homes are being renovated into strata complexes.
As a result, MPM Maintenance is experiencing growth due to the increasing market demand. This
should translate into growing career opportunities for those youth who go through the six-month Work
Life program with MPM and Youth Unlimited and leave it with desirable skills and employment
experience.

Key Takeaways


Certain population groups require an extensive hands-on investment in time, coaching, mentoring
and work skills training in order to successfully reduce barriers to employment. It is important not
to underestimate the depth of work required to assist in developing healthy patterns and
corresponding life shifts.



Coaching and mentoring approaches use open-ended questions and relationship building to assist
youth to make their own decisions about their life and career direction; this is a departure from a
“case managed” approach.



Work experience reduces some significant barriers to employment while other supports are
required to address life circumstances that impact job retention.
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The success of youth finding work post-Work Life could be enhanced by Youth Unlimited paying
special attention to building networks with mainstream employers; this needs concerted and
intentional development.



Funding constrains the amount of time youth can access the program versus the length of time
youth could benefit from being in the program The partnership approach outlined by MPM and
Work Life is an interesting way to adapt an existing social enterprise to meet the needs of another
population group.
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List of Participants
Name

Organization

Bob Parrotta

BC Food Services Association and Butchart Gardens

Melissa immerman

Ralmax Group of Companies

Andrew Moore

T’Souke First Nation

Ned Georgy- Fortis

Fortis BC

Alex Rueben

Industrial Marine Training and Applied Research Centre

Adrian Mohareb

Cascadia Green Building Council

Jody Isaac

Employment, Training, and Preparation Program, Camosun College

Patti Falconbridge

Knappet Construction and Vancouver Island Construction Association

Andrew Bryson

Keeners Car Wash

Jordan Berner

Youth Unlimited

Rosalind Curran

Choices for Youth and Train for Trades

Lynn Daly

LOFT Social Enterprise Centre

Matt Smedley

Mission Possible

Lana Millott

Springboard to Success, Beacon Community Services

Azra Lougheed

GT Hiring Solutions

Nadia Salmaniw

Career, Employment and Education Resources Program, Victoria Native Friendship Centre

Amber Seguin

Youth Department, Victoria Native Friendship Centre

Duane Burke

The Pathway Project, Worklink Society

Coreen Coons

Youth Self- Sufficiency Program, Burnside Gorge Community Centre

Sarah Chettleburgh

Royal Roads University

Danella Parks

Camosun College

Jennifer Harrison

Worklink Society

Ian Powell

Inn at Laurel Point
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Sample Advancement Tracks
Sector

Entry-Level

Advancement

Food services — back of house

Dishwashing and food prep

Cook, sous chef, pastry chef and head chef

Food services — front of house

Bussing tables

Server, bartender, host and maître d’, manager

Construction

Labourer, material movers and ditch
diggers

Apprenticeship and Red Seal trades

Auto

Car washing

Auto detailing, sales and autobody

Shipbuilding/ ship repair

Labourer, material helper, trades
helper

Apprenticeship and 16 different trades: marine
electrician, marine fitter

Energy efficient retrofits

Installation labour (windows, draft
proofing, ceilings)

Installation (furnaces, air conditioning,
insulation); Suppliers and sales, consultants
and design

Recycling

Recycle helpers, general labourers

Mangers, equipment operator, construction
sustainability advisors

Greenhouse

Labourers

Greenhouse maintenance and operations

Hospitality

Room attendants, banquet servers,
dishwashers

Desk clerk, server, cook
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Employment Social Enterprise Approaches At A Glance
Approach

Variations

Employment Social
Enterprises

Standalone social enterprises that provide direct employment (e.g., LOFT, Keeners). These can
existing be with or without employee subsidy and may exist in organizations that are solely focused
on providing employment or employment as just one of several services within the organization (e.g.,
Youth Unlimited).
Standalone social enterprises that provide skilled employees to directly to job sites in a specific
industry (e.g., Reds10, UK that is focussed on placing construction apprentices on job sites to help
meet local hiring quotas), or generalist trained workers for a variety of organizations (e.g., Embers
Staffing Solutions, Vancouver, BC).

Transitional Jobs’ Social
Enterprise programs

Scattered site model’ where participants are placed individually in transitional jobs, usually with
nonprofit organizations or government agencies. The participants are paid by the agency that
operates the program, which also provides support and assistance to find another job. Work
experience is part of the program but employers are only requested to provide a temporary position.
Most participants are paid minimum wage and the program operates for several months.
Social enterprise that incorporates a funded transitional jobs program. The selling of product and
service offsets some or all of the cost of employment. Workplace supervision and supports are
provided by on site supervisors.
“Crew” model — the transitional jobs program serves as the employer, contracts with government
agencies or private firms to perform specific tasks (such as buffing floors), and assigns crews of
Transitional jobs workers and supervisors to those work sites. Workplace supervision and supports
are provided by on site supervisors.

Industry or sector
supported social
enterprise training
programs

Social enterprises that are helping to fill labour market shortages or skills gaps at an industry-wide
level (e.g., Train for Trades). These might be funded through pooled business funds or government
support.

Place-based
approaches to
employment social
enterprise development

Social enterprises that are part of an organized supply chain, which is designed to support
employment (we have not seen this model employed in Canada, however, this is similar to the Emilia
Romagna Italian model of developing community-businesses or the Mondragon model of cooperative development).

Co-operatives and other models that create ownership opportunities (e.g., SEED Winnipeg cooperative development programs).

Social enterprises that are supporting “mainstream” employers to improve practices to be better able
to employ people with barriers to employment (e.g., Recipes for Success, Vancouver BC).
Partnership models and labour market intermediaries that seek to reform the way the labour market
in a specific place is operating (e.g., labour market intermediaries, social purchasing directories).
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Focus Group Guide
What are you seeing in the community that you are excited about, or that is working in terms of youth
employment?

Exercise: Who are the youth you see facing barriers?
As a group: Draw the outline of a body. Participants write responses to the following questions on
Post-it™ notes and these are posted either inside, outside or on the tool belt in drawing.
Who are the youth you see (in your work or in the community) facing barriers to employment in our
community? Describe them (age, etc.) (posted inside)
What barriers do they run into in seeking employment? (posted outside)
What strengths and assets do they possess? (posted on toolbelt)

Systems mapping
Reflecting on this, what formal and informal supports are available to help these youth to access
employment today (note taker to group by theme on flip chart if possible)? Who is not being served and
why?
Given the current realities, what can we do together to provide betters supports for young employment
seekers today?

Overview of case study examples
From these examples, what inspires you? What would be likely to succeed here?
How do these compare with what you see happening in the region currently today in terms of
programming and support for youth employment?

Partnerships with employers
How would you describe your degree of working with employers to support opportunities for young
people?
Where do you see potential to work more closely with employers in the region for youth employment?
What initiative do you think would be exciting to work on together with employers, community
partners, etc.?
What would help ensure this is a successful collaboration?
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Semi-structured Interview Guide
Employers
Workforce
Business sector/industry:
# of total employees:
% of employee population people with barriers (including youth):
% of employee population that is youth:
% of youth that may have faced barriers to employment:
Type of work/jobs in workplace
What types of work/ jobs are available in your workplace?
Of these, which are typically filled by youth?
For these, please describe the:


pay scale



benefits



typical hours of work

What positions are considered ‘entry level’?
Hiring and support practices (including opportunities for advancement) — their practices
Current hiring and recruitment practice:
Please describe a typical recruitment effort for your company? For the jobs (noted above)
What are the workplace skills you typically look for to fill these positions?
What would entice you to hire someone who didn’t have the exact qualifications?
Partnerships to support hiring:
How would you rate your degree of partnership with (with other organizations, businesses,
associations) to support your hiring needs. Strong, Moderate, Weak, Not at all.
Thinking about your hiring process, is there a part of this where a partnership with a training agency or
social enterprise could support you in employing more young people with barriers to employment?
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Training
On the job training provided to meet skills gaps:
Thinking about when a new employee joins your sector, are there any common skills gaps they might
face and if so, what type of (on-the-job) training is provided for them?
How do you typically provide employee training (e.g., in-house, contracted trainers, employee release
to participate in formal training)?
What challenges do you face in training your employees?
Do you do anything in your sector to train and support youth employees that might be considered
‘different from mainstream practice’?
Do you receive any wage or training subsidies or employment support currently?
Advancement
Opportunities for advancement:
What opportunities are available for employee advancement in your company?
Challenges and benefits of hiring youth
Thinking about your current workforce, are young people a significant part of this?
Can you tell us why or why not?
Do you see any common skills gaps in your young employees?
Do you see any life skills gaps/barriers in your youth workforce that impact their ability to work? (e.g.,
housing stability, networks etc.)
Labour market issues (what they see in employee population)
As an employer, what are your most significant labour market issues?
How does this affect your business?
How does this affect your sector?
Thinking about your business and sector in the next 5–10 years, where do you anticipate seeing skills
gaps and/or labour shortages?
What strategies are you pursuing to fill these gaps?
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Opportunities (supply chain, hiring)
Opportunities for employment growth:
What opportunities do you see to grow your workforce in the region?
What strategies are you pursuing to achieve this?
What is needed to help you achieve this?
Social enterprise models/scaling
How would you rate your level of awareness of the term and concept of social enterprise generally?
Very Aware, Aware, Not Aware
(After providing definition if needed), how would you rate your level of awareness of social enterprises
in the Capital Region specifically? Very Aware, Aware, Not Aware
How would you describe your current level of working with these social enterprises? Very strong,
Strong, Not Strong.
Supply chain opportunities
Thinking about your own supply chain, is there an area where your demand is exceeding the local
capacity that could be met by a social enterprise?
How important is “social benefit” when identifying suppliers? Very Important, Somewhat Important,
Not Important, Never Considered.
Social enterprise opportunities
How would you describe your level of interest in being part of a new initiative to address youth
unemployment in the Region? Very Interested, Interested, Not Interested.
What type of initiative do you think would be most effective in engaging employers in addressing youth
unemployment?
What role could you play?
For social enterprise employers only, what would help you grow or scale your social enterprise?
What supports are needed?
Can you tell us about your employment outcomes?
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Sector associations
Business sector/industry
# of total employees (in sector in region if available, or prov if that’s all):
% of workforce population people with barriers (including youth) (in sector):
% of workforce population that is youth (in sector):
Type of work/jobs in workplace
What types of work/ jobs are available in your sector?
Of these, which are typically filled by youth?
For these, please describe the average:


pay scale



benefits



typical hours of work

What positions are considered ‘entry level’?
Hiring and support practices (including opportunities for advancement) — their practices
Current hiring and recruitment practice:
How are new entrants recruited into your sector?
What are the workplace skills you typically look for in someone who is interested in your sector?
What soft skills would you consider an asset?
What would entice you to hire someone who didn’t have the exact qualifications?
Partnerships to support hiring:
How would you rate your degree of partnership with (with other organizations, businesses,
associations) to support your hiring needs. Strong, Moderate, Weak, Not at all.
Thinking about your hiring process, is there a part of this where a partnership with a training agency or
social enterprise could support you in recruiting more young people to your sector?
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Training
On the job training provided to meet skills gaps:
Thinking about when a new entrant joins your sector, are there any common skills gaps they might face
and if so, what type of (on-the-job) training is provided for them?
How do you typically provide employee training (e.g., in-house, contracted trainers, employee release
to participate in formal training)?
What challenges do you face in training employees is your sector?
Thinking about your workforce training practices, is there a part of this where a partnership with a
training agency or social enterprise could support you in employing more young people with barriers
to employment?
Advancement
Opportunities for advancement: What opportunities are available for employee advancement in your
sector?
Challenges and benefits of hiring youth
Thinking about your current workforce, are young people a significant part of this?
Can you tell us why or why not?
Do you see any common skills gaps in your young employees?
Do you see any life skills gaps/barriers in your youth workforce that impact their ability to work? (e.g.,
housing stability, networks, etc.)
Labour market issues (what they see in employee population)
As a sector association, what are your most significant labour market issues?
How does this affect your sector?
Thinking about your business and sector in the next 5-10 years, where do you anticipate seeing skills
gaps and/or labour shortages?
What strategies are you pursuing to fill these gaps?
Opportunities (supply chain, hiring)
Opportunities for employment growth:
What opportunities do you see to grow your workforce in the region?
What strategies are you pursuing to achieve this?
What is needed to help you achieve this?
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Social enterprise models/scaling
How would you rate your level of awareness of the term and concept of social enterprise generally?
Very Aware, Aware, Not Aware
(After providing definition if needed), how would you rate your level of awareness of social enterprises
in the Capital Region specifically? Very Aware, Aware, Not Aware
How would you describe your current level of working with these social enterprises? Very strong,
Strong, Not Strong.
Supply chain opportunities
Thinking about the supply chain for your industry, is there an area where your demand is exceeding the
local capacity that could be met by a social enterprise?
How important is “social benefit” when identifying suppliers? Very Important, Somewhat Important,
Not Important, Never Considered.
Social enterprise opportunities
How would you describe your level of interest in being part of a new initiative to address youth
unemployment in the Region? Very Interested, Interested, Not Interested.
What type of initiative do you think would be most effective in engaging employers in addressing youth
unemployment?
What role could you play?
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